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Using science and the natural environment to inform musical composition:
A portfolio of original compositions, with a subsidiary research project 
'Audience reception and promotion of contemporary classical music in the UK’.
Abstract
This submission comprises a portfolio o f compositions with accompanying programme notes, 
reflective notes and recordings supported by a research project ‘Audience reception and 
promotion of contemporary classical music in the UK’. The main part o f the submission 
contains four compositions that seek to answer questions o f how, and to what extent, science 
and the natural environment can inform musical composition. This enquiry in part addresses 
the research project question of how contemporary classical music could connect with a 
wider public without compromising the music.
The first piece, Soundwaves o f  Light (2005), is written for large orchestra and is informed by 
light emissions from the stars. Tone rows and harmonies were decided upon based on 
calculations o f a stars frequency, the calculations were provided by Dr Paul Stevenson, 
University o f Surrey.
The second piece, clouds (2007), is informed by the natural environment, written for 
unaccompanied chamber choir and soprano soloist, and draws upon an eclectic mix o f vocal 
styles.
Shadows (2008), is written for a wind, brass and percussion ensemble bringing together jazz 
and classical musicians.
In the final composition, H 2 O (2009-10), the behaviour of an orchestra is dictated by the 
molecular structure o f water in three different states: solid, liquid, and gas. A new chordal 
device was designed to take dominant seventh-type chords away from an obvious tonality.
The supporting project examines a popular 17^  ^ century music venue, Vauxhall Gardens, to 
ascertain which, if any, factors could be transferred to music promotion and audience 
reception today. Following chapters discuss feedback from an anecdotal audience survey, 
listening preferences in young children, and a discussion surrounding the central research 
inquiry arising from questions posited to contemporary classical music promoters.
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Introduction
Much of my background as a professional composer and orchestrator over the last thirty- 
three years is by way of commissions from corporate commercial clients, e.g. 
Bertelsmann Music Group, (BMG), and The Commonwealth Games. The music written 
and/or orchestrated is to a specific brief and leaves little room for experimentation or 
development. However, the experienced gained by orchestrating for recordings of the 
commissions have been invaluable. For example, the orchestration for the Manchester 
Commonwealth Games opening and closing ceremonies, short BAFTA premiered film 
‘The troop’, and orchestration and co-composition of a ballet for BMG consisted of 
writing for extended symphony Orchestra, each commission between 13-20 minutes in 
length. Working to very tight deadlines (the shortest being thirteen days to write, 
orchestrate and record twenty minutes of music) also facilitated the ability to produce 
quality orchestrations quickly. Commissions come also from choirs {The Listening tree, 
Addison singers classical choir, premiered 2006 and Voices o f change, Addison singers 
Jazz choir, premiered 2008, aired on Radio 4 New year’s day 2010), ensembles 
(Received Arts council grant to found and compose ‘Experimental string quartet’, 2003) 
and various other instrumentalists and groups (one of which being my own jazz 
ensemble, in receipt of an Arts council jazz grant, 1998).
What I felt lacking however, was the reason for this PhD: the time to explore and further 
develop my own ‘voice’ as a composer. Of particular interest were questions of the 
merging of jazz and classical styles without it being too obviously done, or 
compartmentalised. Coming from a performance background in jazz, and writing for my 
jazz fusion quintet ‘Storm Warning’ in a classical structure, I was influenced by bands 
such as ‘Weather Report’, Chick Corea’s ‘Return to forever’, McLaughlin's ‘Mahavishnu 
Orchestra’, and by the compositions and arrangements of artists such as "Dizzy" 
Gillespie, Duke Ellington, Quincy Jones and John Coltrane. Much of my compositional 
output is therefore coloured by my performance background as a jazz pianist, and the 
orchestrations reflect influences from such diverse composers as Messiaen, Stravinsky, 
Ravel, Ligeti, Bill Evans, and Charlie Parker. Tumage’s Scorched shows an orchestral 
score for an ensemble of jazz musicians and orchestra. While the portfolio piece Shadows
also requires both jazz and classical musicians to work seamlessly, it is written for a 
smaller ensemble than the Tumage piece, without the ‘obligatory’ jazz trio as rhythm 
section. The 3rd and 4th movements in particular draw heavily from both genres. 
Ensembles such as ‘Ensemble Modem’ and ‘radio.string.quartet.Vienna’ draw on an 
eclectic pool, both performance-wise and compositionally. Likewise, much of the 
harmonic language and rhythmic elements of the portfolio orchestral pieces Soundwaves 
o f light and H2 O display eclectic influences.
Another important research question was that of accessibility to contemporary classical 
music, a connection with the audience to the music without the need to ‘dumb it down’. 
In part, the above influences perhaps allow access to a wider audience, while the 
accompanying research project ‘Audience reception and promotion of contemporary 
classical music in the UK’ seeks to answer some of the surrounding issues.
The central question throughout the composition portfolio however, which links again to 
accessibility, is how, and to what extent can science or the natural environment inform 
the compositional process. Indeed, the science behind Soundwaves o f light in part 
dictated tone rows and harmonies, and was composed in consultation with Physicist Dr 
Paul Stevenson. Similarly, in 2007, Rie Takahashi, a classical pianist and UCLA research 
assistant, along with microbiologists at UCLA, converted protein sequences into original 
classical music, giving them the ability to hear proteins. Soundwaves o f light takes the 
concept a step further and asks not only, what do stars and elements therein sound like, 
but what could the stars sound like if crafted into a fully-fledged composition.
Undertaking a PhD has also allowed me to instigate and pursue inter-university projects 
to bring together different disciplines from the Arts and from Science. The ‘Nuclei’ 
project involved University of Surrey choreographers Jennifer Jackson and Kate 
Lawrence, physicist Paul Stevenson and molecular microbiologist Simon Park, Norwich 
school of Art and Design multi-media Artists Shaun Camp, and Marcus Williams, me and 
the following composers on the faculty at the University of Surrey: Stephen Goss and 
Sebastian Forbes. I assisted Stephen Goss in making a funding bid to the Wellcome Trust 
in 2009, which on this occasion was unsuccessful. I shall however be pursuing funding 
from the Arts Council England to facilitate this project.
Whilst composing Soundwaves o f light, I approached several Arts institutions to create a 
visual experience to accompany the composition. Course Leader for MA Digital Arts and 
MA Motion Graphics, Shaun Camp, at the Norwich School of Art and design, responded 
and became involved in this and the future Nuclei project. The two projects will work 
well as juxtapositions: Soundwaves o f light being involved with the vastness of the 
universe, and written for a large orchestra, and Nuclei being involved at the atomic level, 
to be written for a small musical ensemble. A more enriched experience, both visually, 
auditory and sensory can serve the audience as another means of accessing contemporary 
music which otherwise may prove difficult on first listening. The Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra (General Manager Ian Maclay) have agreed to play Soundwaves o f light, thus 
after my PhD I will be pursuing funding for both projects {Nuclei as yet unwritten).
PhD Portfolio compositions
Soundwaves of light (17:32) 
Orchestra plus saxophone
Concerned with the emission of light from stars 
from which musical frequencies can be calculated.
Clouds (6:44)
Unaccompanied Chamber choir 
plus soprano soloist
Concerned with the texture and movement of 
clouds
Shadows (approx. 16:20) 
Wind, brass and percussion 
ensemble
Concerned with shadows and the use of muted 
instruments against open instruments.
H 2O  (18:39) 
Orchestra
Concerned with the three states of water 
at a molecular level
The first piece Soundwaves o f Light (2005) is for a large orchestra with the addition of a 
jazz saxophone and large percussion section. The second piece, Clouds (2006), is for 
small unaccompanied divisi choir (SSAATTBB) and Soprano soloist. Clouds was 
scheduled for performance by the Addison singer’s chamber choir at the 2009 Guildford 
International music festival. Unfortunately the choir had to pull out at the last minute due 
to unavailability of some singers, but is now with Harold Rosenbaum’s New York 
virtuoso singers, America’s leading exponents of contemporary choral music.
The third piece. Shadows (2009), is for a wind, brass and percussion ensemble to include 
both classical and jazz performers. It is due to be workshopped in Aldeburgh before 
performance at the Queens Hall.
A new chordal method came into being while writing the second orchestral and final 
portfolio piece, H2 O (CD i ,  trackl), and this is explored in depth within the following 
reflective notes.
H2O for Orchestra
As the title suggests, H 20  is concerned with water, in particular the molecular behavior 
of three states of water, sohd, liquid and gas, thus science is used as a basis to dictate the 
behavior of an orchestra. Water molecules below zero degrees Centigrade on the 
temperature scale will create rigid lattice-type structure bonded on all comers, the only 
movement being a vibration. In a liquid form, the molecules are free to move faster and 
constantly break apart and re-bond. As the temperature rises, the kinetic energy increases 
until some molecules can no longer bond and fly off as single molecules in a gaseous 
state. However it is not just the molecular behavior in each ‘state’ that is of interest to this 
piece. Of particular interest is the ‘change of state’ from a solid to a liquid to a gas. In 
each of these instances the temperature changes until this change of state occurs. For 
example, upon a rise in temperature, the water molecules in ice will increase their 
vibration. When reaching an optimum temperature (in this case zero degrees) the 
molecular structure begins to change its state. As the kinetic energy increases with the 
rise in temperature, the vibrational intensity increases to such a point that a change of 
state is achieved. The change of state in this case is that of ice to water, solid to liquid. 
Musically this means that each section in the piece has a forward momentum and increase 
in energy as the theoretical temperature rises until this change of state is arrived at. At 
this point the new state is ‘played out’; again a forward momentum pushes the section 
forward to the next ‘phase change’ or change of state.
Musically this concept posed many interesting possibilities as the behavior of the water 
molecule in each state would dictate the behavior of the orchestra.
It was decided to have three continuous movements. Ice, Water and Gas with the change 
of state as a musical link between them.
In its solid form, ice, the majority of the orchestral movement comes from a musical 
vibration. It starts with dense piano clusters, the notes of which are used thematically 
through this section to denote a rigid bonding. Any other movement is slow and
ponderous; one can imagine monolithic icebergs towering above. As the section 
progresses, the imagined temperature increases creating more musical vibrational 
movement until a change of state begins. Orchestral effects create a slow melting of ice 
into water. As the musical molecules become faster and more energetic, the orchestra 
becomes more fluid. From this fluidity a denser texture is arrived at (liquid water being 
the denser of the three states) chmaxing as the musical ‘molecular bonds’ are pulled apart 
and expand into the final change of state, gas.
A preoccupation when writing this piece was how to show a relationship between musical 
notes and the molecular science of water to create harmony’s and pitches from which to 
compose. A correlation between the temperature scale and the harmonic series was 
calculated (see figure 1), whereby the higher the temperature the more upper partials of 
the harmonic series were used.
Figure 1 device to correlate temperature with harmonic series
Solid liquid Gas
-273°c 0°c 100°c
Divided temperature scale by factor of 10 and correlated it with the partials of harmonic 
series
-27 to 0 = no upper partials
0 to 10 = upper partials of 3^ ,^ 5*^ , b7th and 9* above fundamental 
10 and above = all or any upper partials
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10 II 12 13 14 15 16
First part of harmonic series
This idea was later abandoned due to the dense piano clusters at the beginning of the 
piece which used more harmonic series partials straight away. However, while 
contemplating this system an interesting problem arose which led to the invention of a 
new chordal device. The problem was that of upper partials creating a dominant seventh
and dominant ninth chord which, by the nature of the chord, wanted to return to a tonal 
center. The superimpositions of certain dominant 9th chords were found to have a 
different harmonic quality with no obvious tonal center. I undertook research of 
Polychordal harmony used in jazz, and polychords used in classical music while devising 
a workable harmonic system for this particular movement. The following ‘polychords of 
limited transposition’ are the result of this endeavor, and are used extensively in the 2nd 
movement.
I PLOYCHORDS OF LIMITED TRANSPOSITION a n d  POLYCHORDAL 
MODES
POLYCHORDS OF LIMITED TRANSPOSITION: A device fo r  superimposing dominant ninth chords on each 
other to  create synthetic harmonies. This device creates a sequence or cycle o f  six polychords th a t can be 
transposed twice.
The superim position of dom inant 9th chords are built by linking a com m on note or notes, th e  com m on 
no te  being th e  b7th or 9th, which becom es th e  root of th e  new  chord. These chords overlap to  create  a 
new  harm ony. Only tw o full sequences of 6 polychords sharing th e  b7th, and tw o full sequences of 6 
polychords sharing th e  9th are  possible to  transpose, thus they  are  of limited transposition. The 
subsequen t m odes derived from this harm ony can be term ed  Polychordal m odes
SEQUENCE/CYCLE OF POLYCHORDS OF LIMITED TRANSPOSITION
ROOT b 7 th 9 th
C Bb D
Bb A b C
Ab G b Bb
Gb E Ab
E D F#
D C E
ROOT b 7 th 9 th
Db B Eb
B A C#
A G B
G F A
F Eb G
Eb Db F
ROOT bTth 9 th
C Bb D
D C E
E D F#
F# E G#
Ab Gb Bb
Bb Ab C
Built on b7th becom ing roo t of new  chord 
The seventh of th e  roo t chord becom es th e  root 
of th e  next, and so on. This can be applied Six 
tim es before th e  starting  chord repeats.
Note: Descending pattern  of whole to n es occur 
on root, b7th and 9th, e.g. C, Bb, Ab, Gb, E, D.
TRANSPOSITION
Built on 9th becom ing root of new  chord 
Note: Ascending pa tte rn  of w hole to n es occur 
on root, b7th and 9th
By using  p a rtia ls  b 7 th  a n d  9 th  as  th e  n e x t final a n d  a d d in g  th e i r  p a rtia ls , th e  h a rm o n y  d e v e lo p s  a s  a ty p e  o f  P o ly ch o rd a l 
ch ro m a tic ism .
Il Polychords of limited transposition in practice
10
Adjacent chords may 
be superimposed by 
the b7th and 9th 
becoming 'root' of 
Next chord.
Using the b7th as the common note;
09 can be overlapped with Bb9
Bb9 can be overlapped with Ab9 and so on.
Using 9th as the common note;
09 can be overlapped with D9
D9 can be overlapped with E9 and so on
More than two chords 
may be superimposed
Using both b7th and 9th as common notes;
09 can be simultaneously overlapped with Bb9 and D9
Similarly, 09 can overlap simultaneously with Bb9 and D9 in 
addition to Ab9 and E9 and so on.
A type of Polychordal chromaticism will eventually occur as more chords are added 
simultaneously.
Figure 2 Table to find linked polychords
Linked byS ths -----------------------
a
È•a
c
c D E F# Ab Bb
Bb C D E Ri Ab
Ab Bb C D E
Gb Ab Bb C D E
E R; Ab Bb C D
D E Ri Ab Bb C
To find polychords which link by 
b7ths, go down the table. To find 
polychords which link by 9ths go 
across the table. To find polychords 
which link through different 
combinations of 7ths and ninths, go 
across and down the table.
Example: To find a 3-chord 
superimposition linked by 7ths, count 
three chords down C/Bb/Ab.
To find a 3-chord superimposition 
linked by ninths, count three chords 
across, C/D/E
To find a 3-chord superimposition 
linked by both 7th and 9th count 
across and down; C-D 
Bb
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2-CHORD SUPERIMPGSITIGNS 
linked by b7th
C/Bb Bb/Ab Ab/Gb Gb/E E/D D/C 
linked by 9th
C/D D/E E/F# F#/Ab Ab/Bb Bb/C
3-CHGRD SUPERIMPGSITIGNS
linked by b7th linked by 9th linked by both b7th and 9th
C/Bb/Ab C/D/E C/D/Bb
4-CHGRD SUPERIMPGSITIGNS
linked by b7th linked by 9th linked by both b7th and 9th
C/Bb/Ab/Gb C/D/E/F# C/D/E/Bb C/Bb/Ab/D
5-CHGRD SUPERIMPGSITIGNS
linked by b7th linked by 9th linked by both b7th and 9th
C/Bb/Ab/Gb/E C/D/E/F#/Ab C/D/E/F#/Bb C/Bb/Ab/Gb/D
C/D/E/Bb/Ab
6-CHGRD SUPERIMPGSITIGNS
linked by b7th linked by 9th
C/Bb/Ab/Gb/E/D C/D/E/F#/Ab/Bb
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Chord voicing: Basic superimposition and examples of chord voicing
Superimposition of two adjacent chords
Basic superimposition based on 
lowered seventh becoming root 
of new chord.
É
C9
È
Some voicings for superimposition of two chords
A ' Voicing's for chords linked by lowered seventh
Uppermost voicing consisting of b7th and ninth of superimposed chord 
Lowermost voice built on b7th of original chord
Other notes from both chords may be added to the 5-note voicing shown JzS l
'B' Voicing's for chords linked by lowered seventh
Uppermost voicing consisting of b7th, 9th and 5th of superimposed chord 
Lowermost voice consisting of b7th, 9th and 5th of original chord 
Other notes from both chords may be added to  the  5-note voicing shown
Basic superimposition based on 
ninth becoming root 
of new chord.
Æ -
A" Voicing^s for chords linked by ninth
Uppermost voicing: consisting of 3rd, b7th and 9th of superimposed chord 
Lowermost voicing built on b7th of 'original chord 
Other notes from both chords may be added;
Voicing's for chords linked by ninth
Uppermost chord: consisting of b7th, 9th and 5th of superimposed chord 
Lowermost chord built on 9th, 3rd and b7th of original chord 
Other notes from both chords may be added; a■&
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'C Voicing's for chords linked by ninth or lowered seventh
Other notes from both chords may be added to  the 5-note voicing shown
Scriabin's' Mystic chord is similar 
to  the transposed *C voiced chord 
linked by a ninth, but is missing the G.
M ystic ch o rd 'C  v o iced  Po lychord
>£!_ M ;
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mb Chord voicing - Tri-chords
= dI>9 + B9 eI>9 d!?9 4- e!?9 -f- F9
\ l ....k " ......... 1 rW'f — OR
F ^ -r> -T = w =
\ \ f ....H W % * = ......a ...... ------ 4*------------
Derived from Derived from 
b7thofD b 9th o f Db
Derived from Derived from
9th ofD b 9th o f Eb
lllc - Four chord voicing
Same as previous chord, transposed
B9 A 9d !>9
Derived from Derived from 
b7th of Db b7th o f B
C9 D9  E9 r # 9  ^  _  jjg.
C9 D9 E9 b\>9
-44^ t—u --------
and
C9 D9  d I»9 a 1^ 9
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IV Polychordal modes
When two adjacent dominant chords in the  cycle share the  common note of the b7th, 
the resulting mode is Mixolydian b6th
s k
— p ------------------------------------------------------------* »f it t »
„■................................« _____ SE_____—______________________________
C 9 1
Lowered 6th
When two adjacent dominant chords in the cycle share the common note of the  9th, 
the  resulting mode is Lydian dominant or acoustic scale.
------------------------ à *** —
- 3 - ^ ----------------
Îii: . :.'........
Raised 4th
Modes derived from 3-chord superimpositions
C 9 61^ 9 A^9 Linked by b7ths
%
C9 D9 E9 Linked by 9ths
C 9 b \>9 D 9 Linked by both b7ths and
16
Modes derived from 4-chord superimpositions
C9 b'o9 A^ 9 gI»9
l>
C9 D9 E9 F#9
C9 B^9 P 9^ D9
C9 D9 E9 b I>
T
Modes derived from 5-chord superimpositions
C9bI>9 aI»9 G?9 H9
b
C 9 D 9  E9 F#9 Ai»9
C 9 D 9  E9 F#9 r I>
U b . u t j .
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C 9R?9 a I?9 Ci 9^ D9
b
C9 D 9 F.9 b I?9 a I>9
b# t|# t]<
b# b# b<
W hen all six chords in th e  cycle are  superim posed th e  resulting m ode is a chrom atic scale. Bartok's 
Polymodal chrom aticism is th e  superim position of diatonic m odes on each o ther th a t share th e  sam e 
tonic/final and can create  a chrom atic scale, w hereas th e  resulting chrom atic scale from  th e  above system  
is brought abou t by th e  superim position of dom inant ninth chords.
18
V Polychords of limited transposition musical aesthetic
Polychords of limited transposition, as Messiaen's modes of limited transposition and 
Bartok's Polymodal chromaticism, serve the purpose of not being tied to  any one 
obvious key or tonal centre. The resulting harmonies serve to  create a certain degree of 
freedom from the western 12 key tonality. Bi-chords iinked by a lowered seventh sound 
closer to a dom inant chord-type than a bi-chord linked by a ninth. As more than two 
chords are superimposed, the  resulting harmony and derived modes become more 
ambiguous, moving away from the  dominant relation and creating an 'o ther­
worldliness'.
The system came into place when experimenting with the upper partials of the 
harmonic series, nameiy the b7th and the 9th and trying to  avoid the resuiting dom inant 
7th-type chord which, in W estern tonality, leads for the  most part back to  a tonic. The 
resulting chords are akin and can be said in jazz term s to  be a form of extended/altered 
dominant seventh-type chord. The differentiating factor in the  above system is that the 
chords are linked by a series of either or both iowered sevenths and ninths tha t may be 
transposed oniy twice. This differs from, for example, a chord progression sequence like 
ll-V-1, which may be transposed into twelve keys and firmly establishes a tonal centre.
Experimentation with a multitude of voicing's for the polychords will give varying 
degrees of harmonic sounds.
VI summ ary
Polychords of limited transposition: A sequence or cycle of six poiychords th a t can only 
be transposed twice. They are iinked by either or both the b7th and the 9th becoming 
the root of the  new chord or chords. The resulting harmonies have no obvious tonal 
centre, allowing a certain harmonic freedom.
Polychordal modes: Modes resulting from Polychords of limited transposition
Other sequences could be arrived at by linking other partials, chord-types and so on. The 
above sequence however, was in answer to  a particular problem, that of taking 
dominant seventh and dominant ninth chords away from a tonal centre.
19
After the furor and energy of the 2"  ^movement, the idea for the 3^  ^occurred naturally. A 
gas will expand to fill any space so in musical terms I endeavored to create a feeling of 
expansion by, over many bars, bringing in players and/or sections that would be 
perceived to be heard from the center of the orchestra expanding outwards.
Figure 3 diagram for perceived expansion of gas
ExpoiA/sicuA, this way by u£t^Q stereo Ii/Koge of ri/custclcirts
O
...ai/vd depth o f  field  by seatliA-0
harp oboes
Arrows
represent
musical
expansion
O rch estra l d iagram  from w w w .rp o .org /.../o rch estra  m ap .gif
WoodwtiA.d eruter first, theiA, vloLcis, 2 ^  vloili^s, trufupets, tro^vcboi^es, 
korM/S, oeLLos, bosses, peroussloiA, ai^d first vloLltvs.
H2 O was initially sketched on the piano as opposed to orchestrating while composing. I 
would hesitate to work this way again, apart from sketching initial ideas, outline and bits
20
of orchestration, purely because the piece became somewhat tied to idiomatic piano 
writing, thus was harder to take back to the orchestra. However once firmly ensconced in 
the orchestrating, H20  became a fascinating and rewarding piece to write.
21
Soundwaves o f Light for Orchestra
When undertaking a nuclear physics module with the Open University I came across the 
fact that the light emitted by stars in the sky has different wavelengths depending on a 
star’s composition, and that the frequency of the wave could be calculated. The word 
frequency, for me, immediately brings to mind a musical note, for example the western 
‘tuning’ note, A4, is assigned the frequency of 440 Hz. The thought that then occurs is 
that stars have not only specific physical properties but also musical properties; we just 
can’t hear them because they are outside of the human audible range. This was the basis 
for the composition Soundwaves o f light: I wanted to know if it was possible to calculate 
frequencies of some star-types and bring the frequencies into the human audible range 
thus providing a palette of notes from which to compose. In this way, the choice of notes 
would not be purely arbitrary: science would form the basis of tone rows, scales and 
harmonies, yet there would be enough leeway for the composer to make intuitive choices 
over the construction and composition.
The calculation I came across that started the whole idea for this piece is this:
If we know the speed of light and we know the wavelength we can find the frequency by 
the following equation:
WTiere f  is the frequenc}’'[...“The frequency of a wave 
is the number of cycles of the wave that pass a given point in
one second"...] The Opentrnivcrsity, Discovering science, book? ‘The quantum 
world’. The Open University 2002]
Wliere C is the speed of light, its value being 
3.00 X 10%is-l (miles per second)
And X, is the wavelength. [...“The wavelength of a wave 
is the distance betweoi two nei^bouring, similar points on the 
wave profile"...] The OpenUmversi^, Discovering science, book? ‘The 
quantum world*. The Open University 2002]
This equation, when applied to spectral lines from the stars, can be used to calculate a 
star’s frequencies. Dr. Paul Stevenson, Physics Department University of Surrey, used
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these frequencies and produced two sets of figures in Hertz to give a possible basis from 
which to calculate musical pitches. Dr. Stevenson’s figures kept the ratio of the 
frequencies intact, but bought them into the human audible range. Method A gave a very 
narrow band of Western musical pitches and so was discarded in favour of method B 
which gave a greater breadth. Using A4 to equal the pitch 440 Hz the calculated star 
frequencies were ‘fine-tuned’ to the nearest musical pitch by the composer.
The five star types calculated were, in order of heat, O, B, A, G/K and M and the musical 
pitches correlating to the stars’ frequencies formed a ‘palette’ of notes from which to 
compose. The other two star types were not used due to the closeness in frequency to the 
others. Interestingly the most common pitch was C-sharp, which corresponded to the 
most common element found in stars. Hydrogen, proving Dr. Paul Stevenson’s 
calculations to have kept the correct ratio. When all the frequencies from all the used star- 
types were put together, the only ‘missing’ pitch was that of C-natural.
The introduction uses half the pitches from all the star frequencies at their correct pitch 
placement. The effect is a rising block of sound conveying an upward journey. This is 
followed by a motif that recurs throughout the piece, the motif being taken from the 
planetary pitches. Planets have no light, only reflected light, so the frequencies were 
calculated by Dr. Paul Stevenson using the planets’ sidereal orbits. The decision to use a 
planetary motif was based upon the fact of the planets revolving around the sun (solar 
system) and would therefore enter into a piece about stars.
The piece falls into two sections. In the first section, the star types are introduced one-by- 
one with a musical identity (melodically, rhythmically or harmonically) derived from the 
calculated pitches. Harmonies were used based on the pitches and what intuitively 
‘sounded right’ to the composer. Rhythmical elements were also based on an intuitive 
feel that was suggested by the notes and harmonies. Originally I thought to find rhythmic 
pulses from the planetary orbits, but this proved to be unfeasible in that the orbits were 
spaced over too vast a scale. Scaling down bought the nearest pulses too close together 
resulting in the rhythm ‘taking over’ the piece entirely and the furthest pulses were still 
too far apart for an entry to have an impact. I wanted to concentrate on the soundscape
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that the star frequencies implied, rather than on a rhythm-scape implied by the orbits of 
the planets. However, a second piece based on planetary orbits, thus rhythms as discussed 
above, is not to be dismissed. An electronic or electro-acoustic approach would be 
interesting.
Some ‘identities’ fell into place easily; O-type and G/K-type stars for example. The O- 
type star pitches were ‘harsh’ and ‘angular’ suggesting brightness of sound, which 
coincidently or not have a brightness rooted in science; that of luminescence and heat. 
Conversely a medium heat star, e.g. G/K-type star (of which our sun is one), is composed 
of pitches which suggested a gentler approach. Other star identities were more 
problematic. The B-type star posed a problem in that its frequencies, five in total, didn’t 
immediately suggest either a motif/thematic, harmonic, textural or rhythmic approach. 
The A-type star identity had already been sketched, and though only consisting of four 
pitches, a slow build-up of held notes made a texture that could be repeated later in the 
piece, and provide a backdrop for other musical elements. Having used this approach 
once, I didn’t want to repeat it with another star-type. Further research showed the B-type 
star to be the second hottest star-type. In reflecting how to imply heat, a percussive 
approach was considered. In particular, heat seemed to suggest metal percussion; 
cymbals, gongs, Tibetan bowls etc. The problem then arose of how to represent the stars’ 
pitches that were not played by pitched metal percussion. As a piano comprises metal 
strings hit by hammers, it was decided to use low tone clusters percussively in addition to 
the metal percussion. The result is both eerie and powerful; the orchestra’s sudden halt 
giving way to a solo percussion section make not only for a dramatic entrance, but also 
gives an ‘other-worldness’ feel to the resulting sound texture.
The star Betelgeuse was the inspiration to represent the M-type star. Its monolithic 
presence implied a massive texture of unstoppable mass. Eighteen separate parts were 
written, and once introduced repeated until the end of the section. The result is a build up 
to a riot of sound, with different musical lines fighting for prominence over a rhythm that 
never ceases. The abrupt stop into silence at the height of its crescendo gives the feeling 
of space once more.
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There is a linking section between the first and second halves and, although based on all 
the star pitches, a violin and cello solo played over pianissimo strings make for a 
haunting and eerie textural sound.
The second half of the piece becomes more textured as different star frequencies collide, 
weaving in and out, merging star identities. Some poetic licence has been taken in this 
section, for example star frequencies have moved to different pitches, though the 
relationship between them stays the same. Bars 456 (rehearsal letter 24) to 501 (rehearsal 
letter 28) represent the ‘engines’ of the stars (nuclear fusion) and this proved to be a time- 
consuming and technically difficult section to write. Finally a bass and cello method was 
found, the notes of which cannot be distinguished easily but the sound of which gives a 
pulsating drone, not unlike that of an engine. From this point on, the piece builds by way 
of ever more movement and interweaving of motifs to a climactic thirteen seconds where 
all the frequencies are played fortissimo at their correct pitch by the entire orchestra. The 
ending of the piece mirrors the introduction; half the frequencies from the stars are played 
but in descending order to imply a return to earth.
There is a perceived paradox, that space by its very name and vastness appears eerily 
quiet, yet stars emit frequencies which, if audible to our ears, would provide a constant 
backdrop of noise. This piece therefore, is in constant juxtaposition between these two 
points. A position was taken to be as true to the science as possible whilst bringing an 
intuitive sense to the composition. For example in the first section of the piece the 
introduction to the stars identities are written using only those frequencies relating to the 
particular star-type, though some pitches have been given the liberty to move from their 
original octave. The second section of the piece sees the merging of various star types 
and intuition comes into play with the movement of pitches to a different tonality. The 
construction of this piece therefore was a huge task. The science had to be adhered to 
otherwise it would cease to be a collaboration between astrophysics and music, yet for the 
music to have an impact it had to be creatively composed. Soundwaves of light is an 
orchestral tapestry bom from the physics of our universe, and as such, perhaps brings a 
fresh look at our solar system through music.
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Clouds for unaccompanied chamber choir and soprano soloist
Clouds is concerned with the texture and movement of clouds, and was composed using a 
series of photographs taken over a period of a year. A chamber choir was chosen as 
opposed to a large Oratorio choir: fewer voices prompted a compositional process that 
would stay away from obvious routes implied by a larger choir. This left the singers very 
exposed, so issues of pitching and stamina had to be considered while writing. A 
performance time of no longer than seven minutes was therefore considered appropriate.
Initially, descriptive words were assigned to some of the photographs and possible 
musical approaches were added. This gave a series of descriptive blocks which were 
moved around to form the final structure from which to compose (figure 1). The musical 
approaches were not rigidly adhered to, instead changed according to what worked as the 
piece developed. It was decided to write the piece in one movement with continually 
changing textures as occurs naturally with the movement of clouds.
Figure 1 
Opening Surreal, powerful, awe-inspiring
2"" section floating, wispy, illusory, translucent
3''^  section Transformation: ‘alien' 'other-worldly'
4^  ^section Dark & light, monochromatic. Stormy 
Pendulous -  heavy with rain 
Rain cascade
section Celestial, spiritual, magical
The approach of writing to a descriptive outline (figure 1) proved useful as a rough guide 
to the timing of each section.
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Problems of texture, orchestration and technique
I always had in mind that the climax of this piece would be a musical rainfall.
The first approach was to write a rhythmical tonal passage: the initial idea being many 
different tonal cells/motifs which would gradually enter, possibly randomly, to create a 
rainfall effect. With instruments this works really well, producing no real problems. 
However with voices this becomes difficult: The performers are trying to keep the timing 
together whilst holding their pitch and a complicated rhythm, with no instrumental 
accompaniment. A lot of work went into sketching this before realising that it wasn’t the 
light approach: the overall effect didn’t warrant the enormous amount of rehearsal time 
that it would need. A literal translation of rainfall was also not needed; this has been done 
already to great effect by the choir ‘Perpetuum Jazzile’.
One solution was to concentrate on the rhythmical aspect. A build-up of tension was 
created preceding this section (section 14 in score) from which it could ‘burst’ into a 
cascading rainfall passage. Spoken timbre rhythms, layered on top of each other created a 
more approachable way to get this effect while presenting an interesting musical contrast 
to the rest of the piece (section 15 on score). A tonal ostinato on tenor voices was written 
from bar 65-72 to ensure that the singers could find their pitches after this largely non- 
tonal section.
In keeping with the movement of clouds, the piece flows linearly in an ever-changing 
musical mood and texture. To aid this, the first part of the music is mostly un-metered so 
as to give the impression of this constant unhindered movement, and needs only the pulse 
conducted. It was decided to incorporate dotted bar- lines where the music breaks into 
natural sections to give visual cues for the performers. There are many long notes for 
which small figures show the notes duration to aid the singers, though it is yet to be seen 
if this helps or hinders in practise (e.g. section 1 on score). Technical considerations of 
prolonged staggered breathing meant that the choir had to be large enough for each part 
to be divided once (SSAATTBB).
A new scale, termed ‘minor third scale’ was discovered to lend an ‘other-worldliness’ to 
some of the music (section 10 in score). It was found later that this scale was in fact
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Messiaen’s third mode of his ‘modes of limited transposition’ (see figure 2). However the 
presumed ‘discovery’ of this particular mode allowed vigorous exploration of its uses and 
harmonic possibilities in a way which would possibly not have occurred otherwise.
Figure 2
I t|
So as not to distract from the flow of the music it was decided that no text be used, 
therefore performance notes are included, along with a guide to pronunciation of sounds 
and key to signs and symbols.
Even though only just over six minutes long, clouds presents as a piece of musical 
contrasts while still seeming to leisurely unfold. It Reached the Quarter final of the 
International Sorel Medallion competition (based in New York), and has been entered in 
the Donne in Musica Library in Rome, which houses one of the largest collections of 
women’s music in the world.^ Handpicked by Harold Rosenbaum (Director of the New 
York Virtuoso singers). Clouds is published in the library 
http://www.thatnewmusiclibrary.com.
 ^The Donne in Musica foundation website can be found at http://www.donneinmusica.org/fondazione- 
e.htm
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Shadows for instrumental ensemble (14 players)
2 oboes, 2 clarinets ( 1 doubling bass clarinet), 2 Bassoons, 1 Tenor saxophone doubling 
Alto saxophone, 1 Tenor saxophone doubling Soprano saxophone, 2 trumpets, 2 Tenor 
trombones, 2 Vibraphones doubling various un-tuned percussion and timpani.
Introduction
Based on the concept of the interplay of shadows, this ensemble piece experiments with 
the juxtaposition of muted and open instruments to denote an object and its shadow. 
Though woodwind muting is not a common sight today, Janet Page’s article ‘To soften 
the sound of the Hoboy’  ^ shows historical precedent for various woodwind muting’s. 
Mutes were applied to clarinets and oboes in the 18^  ^ and 19* centuries, for example, to 
denote expressive qualities such as the death of Christ as in Handel’s ‘Le Resurrezione’ 
and Bach’s St Luke passion. The technique was used also to bring an effect of distance 
and quietness. Mutes took various forms such as Paper (as specified in St Luke Passion), 
damp sponges. Cotton (most common in the late 18* century), and custom made wooden 
mutes. Rimsky-Korsakov, in his ‘Principles of orchestration’  ^states that
This [muting] is done by inserting a soft pad, or a piece of rolled-up cloth into the 
bell of the instrument. Mutes deaden the tone of oboes, Eng. horns, and bassoons 
to such an extent that it is possible for these instruments to attain the extreme limit 
of pianissimo playing.
Korsakov, (1913)
He makes reference to the fact that clarinets need not be muted as they have the ability to 
play very softly. Experiments were undertaken by various colleagues in muting present- 
day saxophones, oboes and clarinets; handkerchiefs muting saxophones and oboes were 
effective, though not much effect was gained by muting the clarinet probably because of 
the way the tone is sounded from the body of the instrument. Korsakov also observed that
 ^Page, Janet K. 'To Soften the Sound of the Hoboy': the Muted Oboe in the 18th and early 19th centuries. 
Early Musie, Vol. 21, N o.l, pp. 65-76+78-80. Feb., 1993 
 ^Korsakov, R.N. ‘Principles of Orchestration’, Dover Publications Inc. 1965
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the lowest note on the bassoon and oboe are not possible to play when muted, and that the 
highest woodwind registers will not be affected by muting. Brass muting is widely used 
so need not be discussed here.
Philosophical thought behind the piece
For me, it is not enough to approach a piece purely intellectually, there has to be an 
emotional engagement on some level. The science or physical is there with shadows, and 
makes for an interesting exercise on how to create differing shadow-types with a small 
ensemble, many of which are muted. However the emotional aspect still has to be there, 
even at a hidden level. The first movement, lone monument, is set around a WWII 
monument, which set off many thoughts. First, is how man seems always to be in some 
sort of conflict, a Hobbesian world if you like, where Man, in an imaginary pre-civilised 
state, is not co-operative, is in a war “of every man against every man”"^ (Hobbes, p.76) 
and the only freedom is that of cessation of movement. Contrast this with Locks view: 
that in this imagined time man would be co-operative and freedom is freedom, not from 
something, but toward something, freedom to do. Perhaps the reality is somewhere in- 
between these two juxtapositions. Creation itself seems to require some sort of difficulty 
or conflict, whether with other men, with oneself or with nature. Perhaps then, conflict is 
the shadow of peace.
Second, while shadows prove an absence of light, for it is the shadows’ object that blocks 
the light thus creating the shadow in the first place, shadows also prove existence. So the 
shadow in this context is one of affirmation. A rain forest that cast no shadows has 
ceased to be. Shadows of endangered species will no longer grace the earth.
Our lone monument has thus become a metaphor for a larger conflict in which the 
shadows can be positive or negative. This piece then, starts from mans conflict with man, 
a lone monument casting a shadow. Echoes of man’s discomfort with himself arise as 
does the idea of conflict being the shadow of peace.
Hobbes, T. (1994). Leviathan. Hackett Publishing Company, Inc.
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The second movement, balance, shows a theoretical equilibrium as two disparate musical 
harmonies are sounded thus creating a third. This continues throughout the movement 
using rhythmic pulses which themselves begin to play against each other, creating new 
rhythms. The shadows in this movement are opposites and continue the above concept of 
conflict being the shadow of peace, the ying and yang out of which a balance is reached.
The third and fourth movements, shadow dance and moonlight and neon, show a more 
literal portrayal of shadows: the dance of shadows on a summer’s day and the sometimes 
eerie distortions of shadows at night.
Technical considerations
The second movement, while not especially technically challenging to the players, raises 
issues of stamina in the bassoon parts. Bars 19 through 84 consist of almost continuous 
playing. The enclosed CD 1 (track 8) is a recording of these bars by Stephen Maw.^
The quaver and triplet quaver figures, bars 1 9 - 4 0 ,  proved easy to execute, as did the 
following semi-quaver figures. From bar 63 to 73 the bassoons were asked to play almost 
continuous semi-quaver triplets. Arising from discussions and performance of this section 
with Stephen it was decide to alternate rhythms between bassoon 1 and 2 to allow for 
breaths as shown in bars 67, 69 and 71. Bassoon 1 has a quaver note at the end of the last 
semiquaver triplet on these bars, while bassoon 2 has a quaver note on the 4* beat, where 
the original score showed a semi-quaver triplet. This rhythmic figure returns to semi­
quavers at bar 73 through 80. It was discussed before the performance where to place a 
few rests to accommodate breaths on these bars.^
 ^ Stephan Maw is a professional bassoonist who plays regularly with the BBC Symphony Orehestra, the 
City London Sinfonia, the Orehestra of St Johns and features on numerous film and television scores. 
Stephen also teaches at Trinity College, London.
 ^Bars 76,79 on T‘ bassoon and bars 73,76, 70 on Bassoon
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In conclusion, minor adjustments of the original score were necessary to accommodate 
the bassoonists, as it proved otherwise possible and relatively straight-forward to play.
A similar consideration in the same movement was given to the trombone parts from bars 
1 9 - 6 9 .  In this case more rests were provided in the original score, giving time for the 
embouchure to recover, thus further adjustment to the score was unnecessary.
A seating diagram is included in the performance notes on the score. It is suggested that 
the players start with the muted instruments in the front. The 3rd movement shows 
specific pairings where one instrument will always ‘shadow’ the other; therefore the 
players would need to move round to be in the scored pairs (see figure 1).
Figure 1 suggested seating arrangement for 3rd movement 'shadow dance'
percussion percussion
Clarinet (quiet) trumpet
Bassoon muted trumpet
trombone muted trombone
muted alto sax tenor sax
muted oboe oboe muted bassoon bass clarinet
The 3rd movement (and trombone solo in the 4*) has a discernable jazz feel, in particular 
the saxophones and one trumpet part. A consideration arose of whether the performers 
should be jazz or classical musicians, or a mix of both. New York-based ‘Spooky 
Actions’ describe themselves as a jazz and new- music ensemble, thus have bridged the 
gap between jazz and classical musicians allowing performance of a diverse repertoire. 
Failing such an ensemble performing the piece, I decided to initially score it for classical 
musicians apart from the saxophones, 1 trumpet and 1 trombone player who are called
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upon to play more in a jazz style. This should ensure a quality of performance as all 
instrumentalists will be playing within their specialised fields.
The above movement presented several orchestration challenges. As shown in figure 1, 
one instrument in each pair ‘shadows’ the other, thus for every strand of musical thought 
there had to be its counterpart.
There is a free-style section in this piece, and how to approach it was one of my main 
preoccupations whilst writing the other movements. Initially inspired by New York 
Counterpoint I thought to adapt this concept, but didn’t want to fall into the trap writing a 
pastiche. Another approach was found that incorporated a feeling of freedom and 
movement. This section is on Pages 44-46 in the score: Each group has a cell or motif 
shadowed by their counterpart which is then randomly repeated. The vibraphone ostinato 
underpins a harmonic rhythm for other players to ‘sit’ on. Various cues instruct different 
players to cease or start playing. The section is bought to a close when performers are 
instructed to ‘come to rest gradually over 2 bars’.
Initially I imagined a somewhat faster ‘free’ section with shorter musical cells, but a 
vigorous percussion solo precedes this section allowing the somewhat leisurely musical 
unfolding of the motivic interplay. It is expected however, that this section may change 
slightly when preparing for performance with an ensemble.
Shadows has a performance time of around fifteen minutes.
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Conclusion
The portfolio of compositions seek to ask to what extent, and in what way, music 
composition can be informed by science {Soundwaves o f light, H2 O), and the natural 
environment {Clouds, Shadows). The development of the ‘Polychords of limited 
transposition’ was a direct result of this exploration in the creative pursuit of trying to 
find a correlation between the harmonic series and the temperature scale for the piece 
H2 O. Vocal textures and musical form in the piece clouds were bom from observations of 
clouds over a period of 12 months, while in Shadows, experimentation with musical 
textures and muting of instmments were informed by the observation of shadows. Tone 
rows, in Soundwaves o f light, thus possible harmonies, were the outcome of calculations 
of a stars frequency while the energy of the music was in part dictated by the energy or 
heat of a particular star-type.
Many of the pieces explore the integration of elements of jazz harmony and rhythm 
within a contemporary classical music aesthetic. For example, the 5/4 brass motifs, 
signifying an ‘O-type’ star in Soundwaves o f light, have their rhythmic roots in jazz, 
while the beginning of H2 O displays a harmonic language borrowed from jazz-rock..
In conclusion, the compositional aesthetic of this portfolio is crystallized by the following 
three statements:
1. In order to find possible correlations between the disciplines of science and music, 
new compositional approaches were considered and developed.
2. Looking at the natural environment encouraged different ways of creating musical 
textures.
3. Science, in part, informed musical choices of harmonies, notes and tone rows thus 
giving a distinct, and in some cases wider, musical palette from which to compose.
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Abstract
By studying aspects of classical audience music reception in the UK past and present, this 
paper seeks to identify factors that may help the future promotion of contemporary classical 
music in the UK. Included is a short, anecdotal audience reception survey conducted over 
two concerts at Guildford International Music Festival, 2007, to determine possible trends in 
contemporary classical music listening. New ways to experience contemporary classical 
music are suggested arising from an historical analysis of 18th century Vauxhall Gardens, and 
a study model to determine young children's openness to contemporary classical music is 
proposed, with reviews of key study's surrounding listening preferences of children. In 
conclusion, issues arising from preceding chapters were posited to contemporary classical 
music promoters.
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Definition of terms used in this work
Audience reception:
How a body of people listen to, and experience music. The way in which we 
experience music when alone is also of relevance, therefore given 
consideration. However for the most part the term ‘audience’ is deemed to 
mean more than one person.
‘Promotion of music’ is to be understood as:
How music is presented to an audience, namely in what space it is presented, 
and how an audience will experience that music.
The above two terms at this point, are in fact describing the same thing but from 
differing perspectives. To further our definition of ‘promotion of music’ we must 
include performers and composers and how they present their work.
The term ‘Promoter’ shall be understood to be any person or body actively promoting 
music and include publishers, concert programmers, record companies, funding 
bodies, radio and the internet and other audio-visual mediums such as film, television 
and computer software.
Contemporarv classical music:
This term consists of two parts:
a) Contemporary
The word ‘contemporary’ implies a time frame rather than a style, indeed the Oxford 
English dictionary defines it as: “Belonging to the same time, age, or period; living, 
existing, or occurring together in time”(1989). Therefore, when talking about music, 
contemporary shall be understood to mean a period consisting of living composers 
spanning roughly 60 years, from 1950 until the present.
b) Classical music:
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. .of, relating to, or being music in the educated European tradition that includes 
such forms as art song, chamber music, opera, and symphony as distinguished 
from folk or popular music or jazz”
(Merriam-Webster collegiate dictionary 2003 p, 228)
Contemporary classical music shall therefore be understood to be Western Art music 
written in the last 60 years. This definition shall include acoustic and semi-acoustic 
works to include all styles; for example, post minimalist, avant-garde etc. though the 
interpretation of these ‘style’ terms are themselves open to much debate.
Hard-core electronica is not included in the above definition. The Contemporary 
Music Network promotes a lot of electronica: they have no problems with its 
promotion but do have problems promoting contemporary classical music which 
suggest that the audience for each is quite disparate.
The expressions ‘contemporary classical music’, on occasion abbreviated to CCM, 
and ‘new music’ are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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Introduction
Worries over declining classical music audiences and therefore declining 
commissioned new works could see a disintegration of our orchestras, concert halls, 
and classical musical culture. Guardian Arts columnist Martin Kettle asks the 
question:
What is the most recently composed piece of classical music to 
have achieved a genuinely established place in the repertoire? I 
mean a piece that you can count on hearing in most major cities 
most years, and a performance of which is likely to bring in a 
large general audience.
(Kettle 2005)
He proposes that at some point “classical music lost touch with its public”.
This thesis will first look at classical music audience reception in the UK, from both 
an historical and contemporary perspective, as a basis from which to inform ideas for 
the promotion of contemporary classical music. Secondly, by proposing a model for a 
study regarding openness to listening in young children, analysing the results of an 
audience questionnaire and interviewing contemporary classical music promoters, I 
will discuss aspects of the reception of contemporary classical music to try and 
determine possible ways of ‘reconnecting’ new music with the public, so aiding 
promoters, creators and educators in finding a forward route.
Our investigations shed new light on ways for a current audience to experience 
classical music, and more specifically contemporary classical music by providing an 
analysis of an historically successful venue. While music promoters have begun to 
experiment to find alternatives to the concert hall, the issue of contemporary classical 
music being difficult to promote and gain new audiences is still apparent from 
interviews conducted by the author (see Appendices B). The primary hypothesis 
therefore, is that the creation of a different type of performance space, alongside
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traditional ones like a concert hall or recital room, will help retain and encourage new 
audiences to contemporary classical music. Supporting evidence and key issues are 
explored in chapters 2 - 4 ,  consisting of an audience survey in chapter 2, a discussion 
of aspects of music education in chapter 3, and interviews with promoters in chapter
4. Issues surrounding the primary hypothesis such as the value, devaluation, and 
context of new music will also be discussed.
The secondary hypothesis is that if young children are open to listening to a wide 
range of music, then a propensity for CCM can be instilled, aiding the continuation of 
interest in the performance, creation and audience reception of CCM. Chapter three 
discusses supporting evidence for eclectic listening preferences in young children 
such as ‘Effects of exposure to classical music on the musical preferences of 
preschool children’(Peery and Peery 1986), and ‘Music style preferences of different 
age listeners’ (LeBlanc, Sims et al. 1996), and suggests a study model for further 
research. It will include brief reviews of other key studies and arguments for the 
inclusion of CCM in education.
This thesis is not a vast historical, social, and political analysis, but rather incorporates 
some social and political history where it affects discussions of musical venues, 
performances, and audiences. Nor is this a study of the form and development of 
musical style, but again includes such references when necessary to argue for the 
popularity or not of a musical venue which by default incorporated certain types of 
music, like the Glee and catch clubs of the eighteenth century. In drawing together 
historical information of audience reception, and current information and studies, this 
thesis will provide a starting point for a new perspective for the promotion and 
reception of contemporary classical music in the UK.
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CHAPTER ONE: An historical perspective: learning from the 
past.
Audience reception from the past and present paints a picture of the popularity, 
accessibility, and viability of classical music. Though the twenty first century is very 
different from past centuries, understanding how an audience experienced a musical 
event historically, whether formally or informally, quietly or socially, and in what sort 
of space the event took place: concert hall, club, inn or town square, enables us to take 
a fresh look at different ways to experience music today. To that end, this chapter will 
provide an historic in-depth analysis of one London music venue in order to enable 
suggestions for the promotion and audience reception of contemporary classical music 
today.
The eighteenth and nineteenth century pleasure gardens in London provided a multi­
entertainment experience in an open space where people could walk, talk and listen to 
music, hear poetry, see jugglers etc. They were socially inclusive; women had access 
to a mixed population for the first time outside of opera and as Scott points out, until 
the pleasure gardens there was not much choice of entertainment for “the common 
folk of London” (Scott 1955, p 12). The gardens were a successful example of 
classical music mixing with other events. Vauxhall gardens, arguably London’s most 
popular pleasure garden, provided a cross-section of music that represented much of 
the music performed at that time: vocally, from operatic arias to glees, and 
instrumentally from overtures (by Bach for example) to symphonies (by Schmidt to 
name but one). Handel wrote for the Gardens: a new Organ Concerto of his was 
produced April 27,1749 and his “Water " and " Firework " music were often 
performed (Southgate 1911 p.9, citing a programme of June 30, 1787). As an example 
of the beginnings of large-scale concerts which eventually became the forerunner of 
our modern-day proms (Orga 1975), as a socially inclusive venue successfully 
presenting a cross-section of music and arts, Vauxhall Gardens provides a good model 
for study. While exactly recreating the pleasure gardens would not necessarily be apt 
in today’s’ society, some of its concepts could be adapted to find new strategies for 
the performance and promotion of contemporary classical music.
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Before beginning our analysis of Vauxhall, I make mention of the social and political 
environment being relevant as a background to music and audience reception through 
history. We must however, due to the vast undertaking it would be, confine our 
discussion to a broad overview of pertinent points. Of particular interest however to 
our enquiry into music reception historically, is the emergence of a divide between 
‘serious’ and ‘popular’ music, and the elevation of composers as working craftsmen 
to the lofty position of ‘masters’. This is particularly relevant for two reasons: It 
changed the way composers wrote and thought about music, and it also drastically 
changed the reception of new music.
T h e  s e r io u s  a n d  p o p u l a r  m u s i c  d i v i d e
William Weber argues that the expansion of the publishing industry gave rise to a 
mass market and in part was responsible for guiding musical taste. Certainly the sheet 
music market expanded from a mere 100-150 items in the average catalogue in late 
seventeen hundreds, to 200,000 items by 1838 (Weber 1994 p. 185). The demand for 
virtuosic music grew that was easy to play by amateur musicians yet that would sound 
brilliant “with little demand on the mind”(Weber 1994 p. 186). This created a 
divergence from music which advocated the concept of the ‘master composer’ along 
with values of learning and seriousness, and these values, argues Weber, “were 
eventually to become the basic tenets of European concert life” (Weber 1994 p. 186). 
Pre-nineteenth century, music of all sorts was composed and played for the present 
moment, a ‘fast music’ culture if you like. Varied audiences, in that levels of musical 
knowledge differed, were the norm. Some went for pure entertainment and some went 
as connoisseurs to listen for “serious artistry”(Weber 1994). Concerts were informal 
affairs, as we will see in our discussion of Vauxhall. About the time that Vauxhall 
gardens ended, the mid-eighteen hundreds, concerts became more formal with 
orchestral classical programs, and the high musical literacy among London’s ‘upper 
levels’ bought audiences with little tolerance for ‘chatter’ in a concert venue (Weber 
1994). This was directly linked to the elevation of composers as ‘masters’ and the 
split between music as entertainment and music as ‘art’. Conductors played their part 
in this by programming music that reinforced this concept, as did publishers, in part to 
get around the new copyright law s\ finding it cheaper to publish works by composers
* Music gained copyright protection in Britain in 1777
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no longer living. In the late seventeen hundreds about seventy percent of music 
performed was by living composers, while one hundred years later about seventy 
percent of music performed was by late composers (Weber 1994). New music then 
was superseded by old music played by elite orchestras, and the emergence of the 
classical canon bought an audience eager for works from the past as opposed to new 
music.
By the late eighteen hundreds then, the divide between music as entertainment and 
music as ‘art’ fell into the categories of ‘popular’ and ‘classical’. Popular music, 
states Weber, was “whatever people said you did not need to know much to enjoy”, 
while classical was “whatever they said you did need a serious acquired taste to 
appreciate”(1994 p. 189). Music as entertainment was ousted from the concert halls, 
cementing this split. Within this definition lies the assumption that ‘serious’ music is 
more worthy as it engages higher intellect, while music-as-entertainment would 
require the opposite, a switching-off or disengagement. By the same token, new music 
took on some of the negative stereotyping we hear today, being relegated by old 
music in concert life, and regarded with distrust and not for any valid grounds of 
musical taste, as we have seen.
The rise of the publishing industry and a permanent repertoire also had an impact on 
the way in which composers wrote. Publishing and the emergence of the classical 
canon offered permanence previously not possible. The professional large-scale 
selling, as opposed to personal subscription-type selling by composers themselves, 
meant music reached a larger number of people. It was this knowledge of music 
outliving them that could not fail to have an impact on how a composer wrote. Music 
written as a ‘one-off, for the moment, would need to have immediate accessibility, 
while music which would enjoy repeated performances could afford to experiment in 
the knowledge that repeated hearings would bring a familiarity. Burkholder further 
explains and states that composers writing for inclusion in the classical canon would 
perceive time in a different way.
Composers need no longer respect the listener’s ability to take in what is 
happening on first hearing; they can include many more simultaneous 
events or allow events to move by much more quickly because they 
expect the listener to return to the work repeatedly.
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(Burkholder 1991 pp.413-4).
With the above background in mind, let us now turn our attention to audience 
reception historically, using Vauxhall gardens for our analysis.
VAUXHALL PLEASURE GARDENS, AN IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
“I was dazzled and confounded by the variety of beauties that rushed all at once upon 
my eye” writes Lydia Melford, an audience member of Vauxhall gardens. She 
describes, “A spacious garden, part laid out in delightful walks, bounded with hedges 
and trees, and paved with Gravel”. She mentions “picturesque and striking objects” to 
be partly seen on entry:
Pavilions, lodges, groves, patios, lawns, temples, and cascades; porticos, 
colonnades, and rotundas; adorned with pillars, statues, and painting; the 
whole illuminated with an infinite number of lamps.
(Lydia Melford cited in Vauxhall society website). 
From this account, we get some idea of the excitement and assault on the senses that 
Vauxhall provided when first entering it, though Matthew Bramble writing at the time 
would disagree:
Vauxhall is a composition of baubles, overcharged with paltry 
ornaments, ill-conceived, and poorly executed; without any unity of 
design, or propriety of disposition.
(Matthew Bramble citied in Vauxhall society website)
What is clear however is the sheer vastness of the gardens. Opened as a place of 
entertainment in 1732 by Mr Jonathan Tyres it was, “planted with a great number of 
stately trees and laid out in shady walks, it obtained the name spring gardens; and the 
house being converted into a tavern, or a place of entertainment” (Sir John Hawkins 
cited in Bum p.20). The gardens would indeed have to be large to encompass the 
many walks on offer. There were lovers’ walks, gravel walks, wilderness fields, 
mnning water and mral downs, to name a few. The following extract from an 1845 
playbill gives an insight into the creativity that made a walks design, and in that very 
need to be creative shows the popularity of the walks: The Italian walk, it stated, was
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modelled after designs by the most eminent sculptors, and likewise by 
several beautiful fountains and jets d’eua. The walks will be brilliantly 
illuminated by myriads of lamps”(playbills 18207-54).
Vauxhall then, was geared to provide spaces for patrons or ‘company’ as called then, 
to walk and socialise and this alone made an informal, holiday atmosphere, added to 
which many people’s arrival by boat, this being the safest way to get there.
Romance was evident at Vauxhall, as Tom Brown’s amusements writings of 1700 
show, writing just before Jonathan Tyres took over the gardens;
Ladies that have an inclination to be private take delight in the close 
walks of spring gardens, where both sexes meet and mutually serve 
another as guide to lose their way, and the windings and turnings in the 
little wilderness are so intricate, that the most experienced mothers have 
often lost themselves in looking for their daughters.
[Brown, cited in Scott]
These ‘dark’ walks continued as an attraction at Vauxhall until 1763 (when lighting 
was introduced) despite press accounts of dangers surrounding them. Women were 
dragged off into these dark walks, according to some of the press, “from which 
shrieks and yells were heard” (Scott 1955 p. 46). Other romantic features included 
bushes from which ‘fairy’ music was heard, played by a hidden band below ground 
level, “ ...but the natural damp of the earth, being found prejudiced to the instruments, 
this romantic entertainment [has] ceased (Bum p. 84).
The main event however, around which all else coalesced, was the music, and the 
‘Grand concert’ in two-halves included instmmental music and from 1745, vocal 
music. A playbill from 1845 shows songs, glees, duets, comic songs, overtures and 
quadrilles by composers such as Auber, Sir H Bishop, Bellini, Lann, Cronch and Fry 
(playbills 18207-54). The July edition of the Musical times, 1832, gives another 
clear indication of the diversity of music in the main concert. The music ranges from 
an Organ overture to an operatic aria, a popular orchestral piece to a song with chorus, 
an orchestral piece by Handel and an orchestral concerto to a humorous vocal piece 
for two or more singers (Quinlan 1932 p. 613). Note Handel’s piece interspersed with
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humorous pieces and operatic arias. This was inspired programming for its day, as it 
catered to all tastes, though some would argue today that it also catered to the lowest 
common denominator! It did however allow access to classical music for people who 
would not normally be able to afford it or be of the ‘right class’ to hear it. Church 
music would have been the exception to this as no-one had to pay to hear the music; 
the music played was for the glorification of God, in other words written and 
performed for a higher purpose so access was open to all.
As if the Grand concert was not enough, other musical ensembles also played. 
Benjamin Silliman wrote of his experiences:
Besides the musicians in the orchestra, several other bands now appeared 
in different parts of the gardens, seated on elevated platforms, railed in, 
and covered with splendid canopies. Music now broke out from various 
quarters, and a new entertainment was open to the company.
(Silliman's Journey of travels in England, Holland and Scotland... 1805 &
1806 as cited in Vauxhall society website)
Music was also provided in the pavilion while people ate, described in Bum’s 
collection as “two bands of wind music, in small moveable orchestras” (Bum p. 23), 
and dancing had its own attendance of musicians later on in the evening (Bum).
So who went to Vauxhall gardens? Grosely, in his Tour to London 1772, alludes to 
the demographic mix of the audience as being “persons of all ranks and conditions”, 
amongst which were “a considerable number of females”(Grosley cited in Wikipedia 
Accessed May 28, 2007). Grosely seems to be in agreement with the anonymous 
writers in the Bum collection who state that all classes were welcome. Admission to 
Vauxhall though was inexpensive, so such entertainment would have been affordable. 
The more prosperous aristocracy would mix with the not so well-off citizens of 
London, and this was perhaps an added, but unspoken, attraction for the latter as one 
evening in the late 1700s shows that seven thousand people were in attendance when 
the Duke of Cumberland announced “his intention of supping in the gardens with his 
Duchess” (Bum p.23). This is quite extraordinary considering the normal attendance 
was around one thousand, reaching two to three thousand on highly popular occasions
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(Weber 1994). Grosely describes another factor that added to Vauxhall’s atmosphere 
in that it served
...equally as a rendezvous either for business or intrigue. They form, as 
it were, private coteries; there you see fathers and mothers, with their 
children, enjoying domestic happiness in the midst of public diversions.
(Grosely 1772 cited in Wikepedia)
So business was done at Vauxhall gardens, alongside the domestic scenes of families, 
friends and lovers.
Food and drink was also on offer supposedly at ‘Tavern prices’, though this was much 
disputed as was the quality of fare! One can also get an idea of the economic audience 
demographic by looking at a selection of prices:
Wines: Burgundy, bottle 7s6d Champagne, bottle 10s
6D
Food: Shrewsbury cake 2d
A lettuce 6d
A plate of collar’d beef 1 s
A plate of anchovies Is
(Bum p.28)
Already the whole evening seems incredible value for money, yet in addition to this 
were a whole host of other entertainments and arts. Painting and sculpture were on 
show, indeed Vauxhall was one of the first “public places” to provide this (Victoria 
and Albert Museum website accessed May 2007). There were attractions such as 
illuminations, flashing lights and hot air balloons. There were so-called 
reconstmctions of buildings or events. For example, “A building upwards of eighty 
feet forming an exact representation of the mins of an Italian abbey by moonlight” 
(playbills 18207-54), and a representation of Vesuvius showing “the emption during 
the day, succeeded by the night view, with the fiery lava rolling down the mountain” 
(1826 programme, playbills 18207-54). There were exhibitions such as the ‘Dioramic
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exhibition’ mentioned in the above programme which boasted six different views to 
include: Teignmouth, “in which picture the effect of lightning is shown” and “Pont Ur 
Eden, Wales, with the appearance of a rainbow” (playbills 18207-54). Added to all 
these spectacles were thousands of lamps (Bum) plus rope ascents and descents as 
described in a programme from 1836:
The whole will terminate with the splendid Chinese Pagoda and avenue 
of fireworks, during which Mademoiselle Ravel and Monsieur Juvelie 
will make the wonderful descent and ascent on the double ropes to the 
summit of the pagoda, 110 feet in height, and enveloped in showers of 
fire [and] rockets.
(playbills 18207-54)
Special events, like the King’s birthday, were celebrated with added attractions such 
as the commission of a new ballet (1826, Monday 4‘^  August), theatrical pieces and 
‘The astonishing French Juggler” (playbills 18207-54).
Any event, especially one of such a scale, would have inherent problems. A 
newspaper in 1757 states that the last night of the season was full but also with 
pickpockets “who, it is not doubted, from the complaints of the losers, made a very 
comfortable booty” (Bum p.209).
The season at Vauxhall was from May until August and seemed to be open most 
nights, excepting Sundays (Bum p.20). Opening times varied from six in the evening 
with fireworks finishing at around ten, to start times of seven with the gardens 
remaining open until one or two in the moming. The main orchestra was provided 
with a rotunda to play under in bad weather, some seventy feet in diameter (Bum), so 
there was a determination to enjoy the evening whatever the weather.
So how did Vauxhall manage to fill its season7 Scott gives four main reasons. First, 
the English love of the outdoors and the country, and the fact of it being warmer and 
drier as compared to present day weather conditions. Secondly, the fact that England 
had just come out of the Puritan age which suppressed “nearly all forms of 
amusement” (Scott 1955 p. 11). Thirdly, apart from dancing, women had no access to 
public amusements until this time, and fourthly, there were influences from abroad.
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for example France “had such pleasures for some time” (Scott 1955 p. 12). Economic 
factors such as international trade passing through London and a stability of 
government also added to its success (www.vauxhallandkennington.org.uk). One 
could also argue that the sheer diversity of entertainment on offer coupled with its 
affordability had a big impact. There must also have been a love of the spectacular, 
which Vauxhall certainly provided. So how does all this translate to audience 
reception of contemporary classical music today?
A MODERN-DAY PERSPECTIVE
Whilst it would be almost impossible to recreate Vauxhall, unless by some hugely- 
funded project involving many people and much time, there are perhaps lessons to be 
learnt when contemplating how to adapt some of its ideas for contemporary use. 
Discounting the historical factors surrounding Vauxhall, several themes pertaining to 
Vauxhall come to mind. The first is that of a multi-arts event. Vauxhall managed to 
create a space for people not only to hear music, but also to enjoy other arts. This is an 
interesting idea for various reasons; first, it would attract people who would not 
normally attend a CCM performance. This is a good way perhaps to enjoy a first 
outing into the realms of CCM i.e. the whole evening is not just about CCM but is 
‘broken up’ by perusing the art on offer. The idea of being able to move around to 
different events gives the impression of not only value for money, but also a freedom 
not found at a traditional concert space. Secondly, the predominant stereotype of 
classical music as a whole, that it is formal, would vanish.
The second theme is in the music programming. This is a difficult one to approach in 
current times. Popular music and classical, flung together for its lowest common 
denominator is not a happy mix. What is clear however is that a diverse programme of 
some sort would be able to offer a high quality and enjoyable musical experience to a 
less uniform audience. Diversity does not have to equal a so-called ‘dumbing down’ 
of music programming. Instead, a programme that offers a selection of classical music 
genres, perhaps to include chamber music, arias, and concertos interspersed with 
CCM, provides a multi-experience of classical music, giving an audience the chance 
to hear something other than their perceived favourite genre. This experience need not
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be in the same space. Smaller ensembles could perform in other areas to the main 
‘stage’.
The third theme dominating Vauxhall is that of a highly social event. One need only 
to look to outdoor concert events such as Kenwood in London to glimpse some of the 
excitement Vauxhall had to offer. The fireworks certainly gain audience members 
who otherwise would not visit a concert hall and there is an audible ‘buzz’ in the 
hours before the start of the concert as people talk, walk, and partake of their picnics. 
This is evident in some part in a formal concert setting; the excitement before the 
orchestra plays is apparent, and there is an air of sociability in the interval. The 
problem, however, is that while the legacy of a concert being a social event still exists 
in some way from centuries gone, it is only a very small one. There is no specific 
after-concert space for people to re-live the musical experience, to socialize and 
generally meet. The concert hall is mostly concerned with getting audiences out of the 
venue as quickly as possible, and it is understandable in such a setting. The concert 
itself presents a very formal space where one dare not twitch, let alone commit the 
ultimate crime of coughing. Leo Botstein refers to the twentieth-century concert hall 
as a “cold, impersonal place” (Botstein 1999 p.484). Botstein contrasts this with other 
venues in nineteenth-century which, he states, were informal, social and convivial 
places where people openly expressed emotions when listening to the music (Botstein 
1999). This was mirrored by some performers like Beethoven and Bach who believed 
that
The keyboard performer should throw his entire body and personality into 
the act of performance so that he can carry his listener out of the role of 
passive spectator (Botstein 1999 p.284).
The situation here then, was one of openness in order to involve the audience as 
opposed to the separation of audience and performer that exists in a current concert- 
hall setting. It could also be argued that a further separation occurs, a separation of 
emotion from the music by the spectator. While Botstein rightly argues that we 
cannot address an historical audience in the same way we would a contemporary 
audience, he does state that if we are to fully experience the emotionality and energy 
of the music as an audience did in the past and as the performer does today, then a
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new way must be found in which to do so (Botstein 1999 p.485), and this is even 
more important when trying to introduce new music to an already wary public.
The fourth theme to come out of Vauxhall is that it made not just for an evening’s 
entertainment, but also for an ‘experience’. Other entertainments, such as jugglers, 
walks and illuminations, created a multi-sensory event, and, it is conceded, a carnival- 
type atmosphere. While not putting forth ideas such as the rope artist, Mr Blackmore, 
in Vauxhalls programme of 1826 who, upon descent of a rope
...w ill wear a cap from which fire-works will be exhibited, being similar 
to that first produced on Monday 4^  ^ August, which astonished the 
audience, and drew forth applause unprecedented.
(playbills 18207-54)
I am suggesting that other entertainment beside art and music could sometimes be 
included; perhaps a roaming juggler, who would be self-supporting as many of the 
street entertainers in London’s Co vent Garden. An art installation would be a sensory 
experience, as would other ideas that made use of different spaces. Nor need the 
venue necessarily be an outdoor one. A disused warehouse would accommodate many 
of the arts and entertainments under discussion. David Wordsworth^ mentions one 
such venue in Helsinki, Finland, which is highly popular and draws diverse audiences.
While a large venue does seem to be suited to this kind of experience, a smaller space 
could still incorporate some of the above ideas. Taking the Vauxhall themes of a 
multi-arts event, creative programming, a space for socializing and an overall 
experience, a small venue could work as long as there were several separate spaces to 
house the different events. This smaller venue would just present a simpler, less 
expensive means in presenting this multi-event idea. Art might be displayed in the 
foyer with a small ensemble playing. A musical or other artist could perform in an 
area set aside for eating. There could be comfortable areas with seats so people could 
sit and talk and the main concert itself could involve either formal raked seating, or 
more informal seats and spaces to stand. The idea would be not for such a linear 
experience as in a concert hall where there is a beginning, an interval with rushed
David Wordsworth is currently head of music promotion, Oxford University Press.
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drinks and an end, but for a more relaxed experience where one could ‘drop in’ and 
out of the events in a leisurely manner.
The point is that while the music would be the main event, other experiences would 
support it. David Wordsworth argues that good programming of CCM is vital to 
avoid its ghettoisation. As someone who advises festival and concert programmers in 
programming their events, he believes that new music needs to be interspersed with 
other music as it gives new work more of a chance. The ethos of Vauxhall would 
certainly meet this requirement. There is no doubt that context (as discussed further 
in following chapters) is also an important factor when hearing music for the first 
time. Pendrecki’ De natura sonoris II For Orchestra for example, would be difficult 
for most people new to CCM, but when heard in the context of Kubrick’s film ‘The 
Shining’ it becomes more accessible. Indeed most people would remember it as 
thrilling. I am not suggesting that the concert-hall experience has had its day. Certain 
pieces of music are arguably more suited to the concert-hall and if people want to 
engage with live music with no distractions then this is the setting. Rather, I am 
proposing that a different experience of contemporary classical music may re-vitalise 
and retain current audiences and, possibly, attract a new audience to the concert hall. 
Many other venues, where historical records exist, could also be examined in this 
way, and in doing so may give yet more insight into the problem of audience creation 
and retention for CCM.
In the next chapter, we will look at what a present-day audience has to say about 
CCM, and whether they would be interested in other ways in which to experience it.
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CHAPTER TWO; A n audience perspective
Introduction
There is a dichotomy between the creation of a work and its reception. A work, unless 
a collaborative effort, is mostly written in private, whilst its performance occurs in 
public unless listened to on a recording. This shared experience, of coming together 
publicly to enjoy a music performance, must bring something extra that a private, sole 
experience cannot. Without treading too far into the realms of performance verses 
recording, it is interesting to note that performers will say that a public or live 
performance brings a different performance mode than that of a recorded 
performance. A cellist^ who is renowned for playing Brian Femeyhough’s"^  music 
says that whilst his recorded version is exacting and precise it loses some of the 
energy and excitement that a live performance of the same piece can bring. This is in 
part due to the ephemeral nature of a live performance as opposed to the opportunity a 
recorded performance gives of recording countless ‘takes’ to set down a version 
which will be the same upon each listening. It must also be considered that the very 
presence of a listening public adds to the performance, as indeed many jazz musicians 
will attest to. A study by Dobson (Exploring classical music concert attendance: The 
effects of concert venue and familiarity on audience experience) showed that 28% of 
respondents ‘commented on their preference for hearing live music, either because of 
the sound quality, or because of the immediacy of the experience and the potential for 
spontaneity in performance’(Dobson 2008). A recording of a public performance does 
not seem to serve either medium; the recording is set permanently but does not attain 
the exactness of a non-public performance, while the experience of the public 
performance is not whole as the excitement of being there is missing. The conclusion 
therefore, is that a performance shared by a listening public is of value to performers, 
composers, and audiences alike.
 ^Seminars, AHRC Research Skills Training for Music Postgraduates, Royal Holloway, University of 
London 2006
 ^A contemporary composer whose style can be said to be ‘New complexity’ within European 
contemporary avant-garde.
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Audiences have their say
One example of how public performance was experienced in the past has been the 
subject of the preceding chapter. In this chapter a present-day audience has its say in 
the form of anecdotal evidence gathered from an audience survey conducted at two 
concerts at the Guildford International Music Festival 2007. The questions asked were 
mostly to ascertain what sort of image a classical music audience had of 
contemporary classical music, whether they would like to hear more or less, and if a 
contemporary multi arts event (following on from suggestions in the previous chapter) 
would be of interest.
The following audience survey acts as a body of evidence from which we can glean 
an indication of an audience’s views. It is not intended as a vast statistical survey, but 
rather a small ‘tester’ from which a larger survey could continue. It allows analysis 
from an anecdotal standpoint (see Appendix A) and as such can help inform of an 
audiences overall perception and reception of contemporary classical music. 
Specifically, the survey aimed to ascertain if there was an interest in the type of events 
discussed at the end of chapter one, and if so would attendance for contemporary 
classical music increase. More generally, the survey aimed to gather information 
about the attending audience demographic to see if any patterns or correlations could 
be found, e.g. concert attendance and profession.
Methodology
A questionnaire was distributed at two concerts to audience members at Guildford 
International Music Festival 2007. The venue was an intimate concert studio situated 
within the University of Surrey. The audience experience was that of a larger, 
traditional concert hall; the audience were expected to remain seated and silent 
throughout the performance. However, there were short introductions to some of the 
concerts. The first concert(s) was a day devoted to music of the guitar: the music 
played included an eclectic repertoire of classical, contemporary, flamenco, folk, and 
jazz. The second concert saw composers and players performing works all from the 
twenty-first century.
Data was gathered by eliciting responses to specific questions with multiple choice 
answers regarding age, gender, profession, frequency of concert attendance, listening
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venue preference, musical ability, membership of music societies, preferred classical 
music genre, preference to see more or less contemporary classical music, interest of a 
contemporary multiple arts event, whether performance attendance would rise if such 
events were more common and where, if any, recorded music was bought. Ratings 
were obtained for respondents like of contemporary classical music. Qualitive data 
was obtained regarding the respondents reasons for preferring certain contemporary 
classical composers by way of a free response question. For charts and analysis see 
Appendix A.
Results
Over three quarters of the respondents showed an interest in an alternative concert 
experience, specifically a contemporary multi arts event. 45% of respondents stated 
they would attend more concerts if such events were on offer, 35% would not, while 
20% would attend both traditional and multi-arts concerts equally.
Discussion
Included in the discussion where relevant is a similar survey undertaken by the 
official statistics agency in New Zealand (Donn 2003). While the New Zealand study 
will have many differences from one undertaken in the UK, namely population size, 
cultural differences, cost of living, educational exposure to classical music to name a 
few, it is a far more exhaustive study than the small anecdotal study above. As such, it 
is of interest to see if the two studies have any similarities in the results to ascertain 
whether there may be certain trends showing with regard to overall classical music 
audience attendance and propensity to hear contemporary classical music.
Multivariate analysis (figure 2.1)
An important variable to attendance was age. The majority of the respondents were 
between 41 and 60 years old. The next largest group were aged 60 and above. The 
concerts were held on the University of Surrey campus in their largest studio in a 
thriving music department. It was therefore expected that a large group of students 
would be in attendance. The survey showed the students to be the smallest attending 
group. This seems to reinforce the perception that a younger audience (under 40) are 
in the minority at a classical music event. The New Zealand study also showed
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attendance to be highest for the 45 and over age group. It also showed a decline in 
attendance from people aged 65 and over. The 25-34 age group was in the minority 
with the 15-24 age group being the next smallest in attendance.
The majority of the Guildford study respondents played a musical instrument or sang. 
The larger proportion was therefore already interested in music through a previous 
performance experience. Membership of a music society was minimal. It would have 
been expected that membership of a music society be higher as membership would 
seed an interest in this type of event.
Audience demographic by profession and labour force status (fig 2.2 and 2.3)
The majority of the respondents were deemed to be in middle to high income jobs 
such as Management, Law and consultancy. The second largest group were musicians 
and the next largest were educators. Students and retired persons were the minority. 
Overall, over 87% of the surveyed audience were in employment.
Ticket prices were £10 or £18 for a day for the first concert(s) surveyed, and £6, £3 
concessions for the second concert surveyed. While this is slightly less expensive than 
a concert at a London venue programming chamber music (£8-22 with limited 
concessions of £4-11 at the Festival Hall) it is still a barrier for people coming to this 
type of music for the first time. The concessionary rate for the second concert was 
however inexpensive enough for people with less higher paid jobs to take a risk and 
see if they enjoyed it not. The problem of cost expands however if someone wishes to 
attend several concerts in order to ascertain which (if any) types of music and/or 
performers they may like. The New Zealand study showed that 27% of people in high 
income jobs were more likely to attend a classical music performance than those 
earning less (Donn 2003). Income therefore is an important factor especially when 
attending one concert at one venue with no chance of hearing anything else if the 
experience was less than favourable. A survey in the UK by the office of National 
statistics in 2002 found that average earnings for adults in full time employment rose 
with age and peaked between 40 to 49 years of age (Bulman 2002). This could be one 
factor as to why the largest attending age group in the Guildford study fell within this 
band.
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Frequency of concert attendance
The majority of the respondents stated they attended a concert when something was 
on they specifically wanted to hear. Expense could be a factor in this case also as 
there would be no financial risk in seeing something familiar or to a specific taste, 
though there is no data to ascertain whether any of the specific concerts would be new 
music, or if the music would have been familiar to the audience previously. The New 
Zealand study found that ‘as income increased, so did the proportions of people who 
attended classical music performances’(Donn 2003). Over half their surveyed 
audiences only attended one performance and around a quarter attended three or more 
concerts. The study cited age as being the most important factor for frequency of 
concert attendance: of the 45 and over age group, two thirds attended more than one 
performance. Of the 45-60 year old group in the Guildford study, 20% said they 
attended classical concerts a lot, 13% attended a few times a month, 20% attended a 
few times a year and 47% attended when something specific was on. Another factor 
other than age would seem to be the case as 100% of this age group in the Guildford 
study showed mid-to high income jobs. Chapter 3 will afford an insight into other 
possible factors. These include a correlation between exposure to all types of music at 
a young age and a propensity to listen to Classical and contemporary classical music 
later in life, the ‘old fashioned’ reputation afforded to this type of music, and the 
context of hearing a piece of new music.
Contemporary classical music
The survey asked that people tick who they thought of as contemporary from several 
composers (see figure 2.11, Appendix A) and to then ask who they preferred and 
why^. This deals largely with people’s perceptions of what CCM actually is and 
whether they had heard of the composers or were basing subsequent CCM perceptions 
on negative stereotypes.
A more comprehensive definition of ‘Contemporary classical music’ is given in the 
definition of terms, but can be succinctly defined here as classical music written in the 
last 60 years or by a living composer. Of the composers in figure 2.11 the oldest 
living composer is modernist Harrison Birtwistle (1934- ) followed by Phillip Glass
Suggested by Dr P. Schmidt, University of Surrey
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(1937- ). By the above definition, Stravinsky is not a contemporary composer nor is 
Elgar.
As figure 2.11 shows, almost all of the audience had a clear idea of who they thought 
contemporary. Interestingly the two oldest composers of the six above, Birtwistle and 
Glass were named by the largest proportion of the respondents as being 
contemporary. The two youngest composers, Zappa and Tumage, made up the next 
largest named group, with the two ‘non-contemporary’ composers, Elgar and 
Stravinsky, named as contemporary by the minority.
Figure 2.12 (Appendix A) shows which composers from the six named the 
respondents preferred. Birtwistle, whose music is complex and arguably ‘difficult’ to 
access on first hearing, was cited in the study as the second most preferred composer. 
Phillip Glass was the most preferred composer, followed by Frank Zappa, Igor 
Stravinsky, and Mark Anthony Tumage. Some reasons given for the preferences 
were; ‘personal taste’, ‘only one they had heard o f  (referring to Zappa), ‘like music 
that moves them physically and emotionally’, ‘shaped music of 20* century’ 
(referring to Stravinsky), ‘Coming to classical music from rock and pop Glass and 
Zappa offer a direct connection’,’ feel more understanding of his musical language’ 
(referring to Birtwistle), ‘recognisable stmcture’ (referring to Glass). From these 
responses it would appear that some familiarity or some connection with the music is 
a factor. The London Sinfonietta occasionally programmes a series of concerts where 
the music links up in some way, for example by timeline or style. This gives the 
audience member a chance to gain understanding and familiarity as each concert 
builds on the previous one.
It would certainly benefit a larger study to have an audience control group as the two 
concerts surveyed at Guildford had much contemporary musical content. Thus it is 
reasonable to assume the audiences would have some knowledge and prior experience 
of contemporary classical music. Either the main questionnaires would be of a 
‘mainstream’ classical audience with the control group being a contemporary one, or 
the other way round.
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The first audience surveyed (18* March, 2007) was perhaps of a more eclectic mix, 
reflecting the day’s concerts. The second audience surveyed ( 2 f ‘ March, 2007) could 
perhaps have been more inclined toward contemporary classical music, reflecting the 
2 f ‘ century music performed. Figure 2.13 (Appendix A) shows composer preferences 
from each audience. The number of returned questionnaires was not equal across the 
two concerts, but the graph shows a proportional shape of preference. Glass was 
enjoyed marginally more by respondents at the first concert, while Tumage was 
enjoyed by more respondents attending the second concert.
Rating of contemporary classical music and interest in a contemporary multi 
arts event
Figure 2.6 (Appendix A) shows how the respondents rated contemporary classical 
music. The majority said it was very good, interesting, or good, while the minority 
said it was variable, not very good, or bad. Over 81% stated they wanted to hear more 
contemporary classical music. 74% showed an interest in a contemporary multi-arts 
event, and of those who wanted to hear less contemporary classical music, 50% 
professed an interest in such an event. There seems to be therefore, a valid premise for 
promoting more multi-arts events as described in the conclusion of the previous 
chapter, especially if it brings in an audience who otherwise would have no interest in 
contemporary classical music. It is a ‘way in’ for an audience member to listen to 
music they may not know about whilst also being able to partake of other arts on 
offer. Financially it is also not so much of a ‘risk’ as one could see and hear other arts 
on the same ticket. Almost half the respondents stated if this type of event were on 
offer they would attend more concerts than a performance of contemporary classical 
music alone. The survey shows, albeit anecdotally, that if more contemporary multi­
arts events were available concert attendance would increase.
The study showed that the majority of respondents listened to music equally at a 
concert hall and at home with the next largest group listening at a local venue. The 
minority listened at a multi-arts event; almost certainly due to there being fewer of 
these events on offer as figure 2.8 shows over three quarters of the audience interested 
in this type of event. Is there evidence to support that home listening encourages 
concert-going? This question was lacking in this survey and it is only when analysis is 
given due consideration that such questions are found after the event. There appears to
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be a lack of empirical evidence in this matter overall. Thus could be included as part 
of a larger survey.
Recordings are valuable in increasing familiarity of a work which otherwise may be 
‘difficult’ on first hearing. I shall be looking at the issue of familiarity and context of 
new music in the following chapter.
Conclusion
A larger survey would need to have a control group and distribute questionnaires to 
more venues, to include a multi arts event. Other questions need to be included such 
as ‘do you feel more inclined to experience a piece of music live if  you have heard it 
before’? The New Zealand survey looked at the correlation between education and 
concert attendance and found that ‘proportions of people attending classical music 
performances increased with the level of qualification held’(Donn 2003). This survey 
only showed the type of professions held by respondents and could therefore only 
surmise educational qualifications. Such empirical evidence could be included in a 
larger survey and would prove informative for orchestras and organisations wishing to 
create new audiences amongst, for example, young people.
As purely anecdotal evidence, the survey leans toward the hypothesis that other ways 
of experiencing contemporary classical music may bring in larger and new audiences.
Having studied a current concert audience, it will be informative to study potential 
future audiences. The following chapter proposes that musical listening preferences 
are not entrenched or pre-defined in young children, so why are contemporary 
classical music concerts not better attended as a child enters adulthood? This question 
is discussed, along with other surrounding issues such the negative stereotyping of 
classical music and the context in which it is heard.
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CHAPTER THREE; Openness to contemporary classical music 
appreciation with children o f  a young age
Norman Hyde suggests that young people find considerable interest in new things and 
that
...this constant quest is a natural phase in growing up which, if 
stimulated by the teacher, may lead to an interesting period of 
musical exploration.
Hyde 1985, p 148
LeBlanc, Sims, et al study of listening preferences for different age listeners show this 
musical exploration period to be at an optimum at ages 6-10 (LeBlanc, Sims et al. 
1996) though other studies have had similar findings with even younger subjects 
(Peery and Peery 1986). LeBlanc’s study followed on from his earlier work, and the 
results seemed to support his hypothesis that younger children are more ‘open’ to a 
wider breadth of music than those emerging into adolescence. This openness partially 
returns with maturity to adulthood, and declines in the later years. LeBlanc cites 
Hargreaves (1982)^ suggestion that younger children are open to more unconventional 
music, though in the above study this would be hard to support due to the lack of 
inclusion of such musical examples. Wordsworth offers experiential evidence stating 
that young children find it ‘cool’ to listen to contemporary classical music 
(Penderecki, for example) but that they lose attention when listening to a composer 
like Mozart and perceive this to be ‘old fashioned’. Indeed this stereotype seems to be 
one of many that hinder young people from even showing an interest in classical 
music. Rieger points out additional negative stereotypes as perceived by many young 
people: that classical music is not for younger people, that it is too conservative, that 
the composers are of the past, that it all sounds the same and that there is no platform 
for an individual to express him/herself as a performer (Rieger 1973). Contemporary 
classical music, argues Rieger, is the antithesis to these stereotypes, and as such is a 
good way to introduce young people to classical music. Pitting new music against the 
conceived classical music stereotype is an interesting concept; excitement and new 
sounds vs. dullness and old sounds, living composers vs. ‘ancient’ composers, 
individuality vs. conformity etc., though the danger with this approach is alienating 
the classical canon entirely. Hugh (2000) found that a classical piano music
 ^Hargreaves, D.J, (1982). The developm ent o f  aesthetic reactions to music. Psyehology o f music. 
Special Issue, 51-54.
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performance prefaced with a short presentation had a significant effect on raising 
audience’s preference ratings. Hugh studied four groups of schoolchildren of differing 
ages (ages six to seven, age ten years, ages eleven to twelve and fifteen to seventeen 
years) and audiences of mixed ages at four public concerts. Hugh used two types of 
presentation: a short talk and discussion by the performer with information about the 
composer and piece, and secondly, an interactive drama. Younger children in school 
groups (six to seven years of age) responded better to the latter while older children 
had a higher response to the former. Hugh also found that, overall, a concert audience 
responded better to pre-performance introduction by way of discussion than a 
similarly aged school audience, and proposes that this would be consistent with a 
concert audience that would be already interested in the subject.
Two factors that are seen to influence music preferences are those of social 
reinforcement (from peer and authoritive figures) (Dorow 1977) and familiarity and 
repetition of music (Hargreaves 1984). Peery and Peery (1986) found that a 
concentrated music programme of weekly forty five minute sessions significantly 
raised the music preference ratings for classical music of pre-school children (average 
age four and a half), while the control group with no further exposure to classical 
music showed a decline in liking for the music. Repetition of the music was enabled 
by weekly forty-five minute music sessions where children would sing and play the 
themes from some of the pieces, play musical games, etc., thus becoming familiar 
with the music. The positive reinforcement, by peer and authoritive figures, was 
enabled in these sessions by hands on experience with musical instruments, exposure 
to orchestras and bands who came to play and talk and interact, along with 
opportunities to play. General musical knowledge was imparted with encouragement 
from teachers in a positive atmosphere. The choice of classical music in the Peery and 
Peery study was from the canonistic repertoire and conducted with a largely middle 
class populace. Bradley’s study (1972) also used an in-depth music programme 
reinforced by repeated listening with a pre and post test method, but used 
contemporary art music. The findings though were similar to Peery and Peery’s, 
namely that
...a  fourteen-week course in representative and significant
contemporary art music can bring about a positive change in the
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expressed preferences of seventh-grade students.
Bradley 1972, p 352
As Bradley’s students were older than those in Peery and Peery’s study, it does appear 
that the trend of decreasing appreciation, or less openness to classical music, can in 
some way be reversed, though more studies would have to be undertaken to support 
this. Bradley underlines the importance of repeated listening and familiarity and 
argues that repetition is an important tool in ‘bringing about a more favourable 
response to unfamiliar music’. (1972, pp. 352-3)
Association can also be a strong factor across the age spectrum. One needs only to 
hum Nessun Dorma (from Puccini’s opera Tarandof) in a pub and find several patrons 
joining in, the association in this case being the use of the aria as the title music for 
the BBC television coverage of the 1990 world cup. The fact of it being two decades 
on from this event shows how strong an association like this can be, and once made, 
arguably stays indefinitely. Woody and Bums’ study of ‘predicting music 
appreciation with past emotional responses to music’ in part supports this suggesting 
that
...young adults who have had past emotional experience with 
classical music are more responsive to the expressive qualities of 
classical music and are more willing to listen to this style of music 
on their own time.
(Woody and Bums 2001, p 12)
While very young children would not have such a long memory for past emotional 
responses to music, they do have a memory and as such can easily associate a happy 
or sad time with a particular piece of music if it happened to be playing at that 
moment. There is no doubt that music is a strong emotional trigger, whatever the age 
of the listener.
Gender was shown by Hargreaves (1995) to be a factor impacting listening 
preferences with secondary-age school children. It was found that girls had a higher 
preference rating for “a wider range of [musical] styles than boys “(1995, p 249). This 
could be accounted for by girls being more inclined to partake in musical training than
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boys, thus more disposed toward an eclectic musical taste. Indeed Hargreaves argues 
that this was “a variable that was positively associated with liking for ‘serious’ styles 
across the sample as a whole”(Hargreaves, Comber et al. 1995, p 242). Stereotypes of 
classical music being perceived as music ‘for girls’, or without ‘street credibility’, 
would arguably also play a part in this trend, as would the fact that more girls are 
likely to learn instruments in schools than boys (DES, 1992 as cited in Hargreaves, 
Comber et al, p 244).
Music educators have long been aware that a key time for preferences to be set is in a 
child’s younger years, indeed Hugh proposes that for children aged 15-17 years it 
was “very difficult to change the preference ratings of even a few individual pieces” 
(2000, p.45). The following model for a proposed exploratory study will therefore 
focus on two groups of younger children, ages five and ten years respectively, to 
ascertain whether there is openness to classical music without a supporting music 
programme. More specifically it will use contemporary classical music to test 
Hargreaves suggestion of a willingness to listen to music that is ‘unconventional’, and 
to pick up on a result from the LeBlanc, Sims et al study that showed preferences for a 
particular style or genre of music didn’t seem to have been entrenched in younger-age 
listeners. The supposition is that young children will be open to more 
‘unconventional’ music so will show a liking for, and be more open to, contemporary 
classical music. It uses the LeBlanc, Sims, et al study as a model from which several 
changes have been made. The first change is that the study will address schools with 
differing socioeconomic groups. In the LeBlanc model, while every effort was made 
in the study to control variables, it would have been informative to also include 
different socioeconomic groups to see if results were still consistent with the findings. 
Arguably a predominantly middle-class group would have more exposure to Art 
music, for example, by way of a parent’s ability to afford children’s private music
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lessons. Likewise a lower socioeconomic group would be less likely to have such 
exposure. The study did, however, cite the “Maturation variable”  ^ of Prince (1972)^ 
and LeBlanc (1980, 1982)^ which goes some way to addressing this point.
The second change is in the choice of music samples. Leblanc’s’ study was 
investigating a subject’s music listening preferences and used music examples from 
three genres: art, jazz, and rock. This study is concerned with a subject’s reaction to 
classical music and examples are only from this genre. In particular, a number of 
examples were chosen for their perception of being ‘way-out’, i.e. they are purposely 
departing from the ‘classical’ repertoire.
Method
It is proposed that a Likert scale be used with varying degrees between ‘love it’ and 
‘hate it’ to collect responses. The reliability and validity of the scale is not affected by 
the number of degrees or ‘response categories’ if the question is straightforward 
(Jacoby and Matell 1971) so it was decided to use a five point scale to give the 
children several degrees of choice without confusing the younger children with too 
much choice. The youngest children, aged five to six years, would be given a five 
point Likert scale with varying degrees of smiley and frowning faces. Following 
Hugh’s model, a short demonstration should be given on how to use the smiley faces. 
Six short excerpts of recorded orchestral music are suggested:
LeBlanc writing about the ‘maturation variable’ as quoted in Study, sourced from: An interactive theory of music preference. Journal of music therapy, pp. 37-38(1982)
The maturation variable is difficult to separate from the influence of the cultural environment variables, 
musical training, auditory sensitivity, socioeconomic status, and memory. At different maturational 
stages, a listener will be more amenable to the influence of certain aspects o f the cultural environment. 
Young children are likely to value the opinions of parents and teachers, while adolescents are drawn 
toward the influence of the peer group and adolescent-oriented segments of the media. Musical training 
will naturally increase in proportion to a listener’s age. The auditory range of high-frequency sounds 
will decrease with advancing age, while socioeconomic status will typically rise. Young people will 
have less information from the cultural environment to store in their memory, while middle-aged 
listeners will have more. Although elderly listeners will have experienced a wealth of input information 
during their lifetimes, increasing age may characteristically affect their memory.
 ^Prince, W.F. (1972). A paradigm for research on music listening. Journal of research in music 
education, 20, 445-455
 ^LeBlanc, A. (1980). Outline of a proposed model of sources of variation in musical taste. Bulletin of 
the council for research in Music education, no. 61, 29-34
LeBlanc, A. (1982). An interactive theory of music preference. Journal o f music therapy, 19, 29-45
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1. Graham Fitkin, Hook
2. David Lang, How to pray
3. Harrison Birtwistle, Earth Dances
4. Edvard Grieg Hall o f the mountain king
5. Phillip Glass, Symphony no. 3: TV
6. John Adams, Short ride in a fa st machine
The length of the excerpts are to be chosen by musical phrasing as in LeBlanc, Sims 
et al but kept purposely short due to the shorter attention span of the youngest 
children. It was decided not to lengthen the musical excerpt for the older children, 
even though their attention span would be arguably longer, only because longer 
exposure to the music may bring in another factor; that of familiarity. In LeBlanc’s 
model, tempos were controlled in an effort to control some of the possible variables. 
In this model, tempos are not controlled as all the music is classical (while the music 
used in the LeBlanc study crossed three genres). Welch^^ proposes that a model with 
“exaggerated features” such as tempo, would, while adding more variables, give on 
analysis more information as to why a child may prefer one piece over another 
(interview with author 2006). LeBlanc’s study of ‘effect of tempo on children’s 
music preference’ does show however that children’s preferences increased with an 
increase in tempo, but he does state that he did not “compare four levels of tempo of 
the same excerpt”. (1983, p.292) A suggestion to come from LeBlanc’s findings is 
that a way for educators to introduce new music to students would be to choose music 
excerpts with fast tempos (Le Blanc 1983)
All the music is instrumental so no preference would arise out of a possible bias 
toward either vocal or instrumental music, though Sims and Cassidy’s study did find 
that with children aged four to five years “music attitudes and preferences do not 
seem to be based on specific musical characteristics”. (1997, p 234) After each 
excerpt the subjects will be asked to rate the music on the scale according to 
preference.
Results
Expected results are that participants show an openness and interest in contemporary
10 Graham Welch is Professor of music at the Institute o f Education, London
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classical music equal to the conventional classical music excerpt, thus supporting the 
initial hypothesis. It is also expected that without a listening programme the older 
participants will show a significant decrease in liking of contemporary classical music 
to support Leblanc’s model of different age listening preferences.
Discussion
Greer, Dorow and Randall (1974) found that, while the nursery and first grade 
children showed no preference between rock and non-rock music (non-rock included 
classical music and Broadway show tunes), subsequent age groups showed increasing 
preference for rock music with increasing age. This trend seems to be repeated in 
many studies, Peery and Peery (1985), Hugh (2000), Bradley (1972) to name a few, 
and while it is encouraging that these studies show young children to be open to all 
styles of music, the warning is that with increasing age there seems to be a decrease of 
preference for classical music. The message to educators must therefore be that to 
ensure a continuing all-round music experience, repetition, familiarity, and social 
reinforcement are important factors. While these factors are seen to raise preference 
ratings for classical and contemporary classical music, some stereotypes must still be 
overcome. Arguably children taking part in music programmes seen to have peer 
‘credibility’ in school, will disassociate once outside school with children not exposed 
to a similar music programme. Rieger’s argument that contemporary classical music 
overcomes many of these negative stereotypes and can be a ’way in’ to ‘serious’ 
music thus possibly also creating an interest in other classical music, has merit, but 
arguably needs participation by parents (e.g. taking children to concerts with their 
friends, joining a local music group) and enthusiasm and willingness to explore new 
music by teachers (Rieger 1973). A suggestion would be for a child and parent 
contemporary music interactive evening, where possibly a contemporary music group 
will visit and allow a ‘hands on’ experience. This will give parents, teachers, and 
children the chance to try out things for themselves and help break down the 
perception that new music is ‘not for them’. Costes proposes that a visit by a 
composer allows children to identify with, and spark interest from, someone who is 
working and creating at this moment (Costes 2005).
A good argument for encouraging a varied music listening programme for younger 
children is the link Hugh draws between musical and social tolerance. In particular
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Hugh cites a study by Edward’s^  ^ that showed a greater interest from children in 
North American Indian culture after lessons and discussions about Native American 
music. An acceptance and interest in a group’s music, then, seems to lead to an 
interest and tolerance of that group. Costes proposes that, as children study different 
genres of new music from all over the world, they will be exposed to different “social, 
historical and cultural issues” (2005 p 52), and argues this as grounds to bring new 
music into mainstream education. Certainly, if we are advocating for more music 
programming in education, and in particular new music, then we must find arguments 
that show benefit to children. Stockhausen argued that new music should make up at 
least fifty percent of a progressive society’s creative output “otherwise music is not 
part of spiritual evolution”(Stockhausen 1985). Abigail Pogson^^ argues that there is 
an intrinsic value in “any creative core which is actively generating new work, [and] 
when there are creators relating to the world and audiences” (2006: interview with 
author). Certainly children can use music as a creative tool to relate to the world 
around them and inside of them. Furthermore, creative pursuits can be a vehicle in 
which children can explore feelings in a positive way and music can bring shared 
experience and communication on a different level from day-to-day. In a world which 
increasingly asks little of us intellectually and creatively, in a society which looks for 
‘the quick fix’ and ‘celebrity’, we need to inspire a sense of creative awe and curiosity 
in our children. New music is not the panacea, but can help stimulate the intellect and 
creative curiosity. Stephen M o n taguep roposes that “every culture renews itself 
with its new art,”(2006: interview with author) and that it is human nature to create. If 
this creative urge is inherent in our nature then it is appropriate to pass on the tools to 
do so.
In conclusion, younger children do appear to be more open to an eclectic musical 
experience. The proposed study is expected to provide empirical evidence that this 
openness encompasses CCM. If this is the case, then a liking or listening preference 
can be encouraged from an early age thus creating an inclination for continuing 
interest in CCM.
** Edwards, K.L. (1994) North American Indian music instruction: influences upon attitudes, cultural 
perceptions and achievements. D.M.A thesis, Arizona State University, 1994.
Abigail Pogson is chief executive of the society for the promotion of new music (SPNM) in London 
Stephen Montague is an American composer, now living in London.
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CHAPTER FOUR; A  prom oters perspective
Previous chapters have discussed ideas for the promotion and audience reception 
of contemporary classical music arising from an analysis of Vauxhall gardens. 
Chapter two discussed whether the main idea, an event incorporating multi-arts, 
would be of interest to a modern-day audience and whether they would attend 
more concerts if this type of event were available. Chapter three debated whether 
young children would be interested in contemporary classical music if it was 
introduced at a young age. This chapter poses questions to contemporary classical 
music promoters in order to engage debate around many of these key issues. Of 
particular interest to the main hypothesis are questions of the programming and 
promotion of new music. The following discussion was bom from a series of 
interviews with contemporary classical music promoters conducted over a period 
of twelve months. (See Appendix B for list of promoters and organisations 
interviewed).
Value of CCM culturally and socially
If we find no arguments to support a cultural and social value for CCM then the 
decline of classical and CCM is a moot point. Any discussion about the future of 
CCM therefore needs first to establish that there is a value to its continuation. 
CCM belongs to one of the higher arts, which can be loosely defined as an art 
form requiring an engagement from the listener beyond the purely emotional. The 
Oxford dictionary defines high art as: “Of exalted quality, character, or style; of 
lofty, elevated, or superior kind; high-class” (Oxford English Dictonary, 1989). 
The implication is that the listener or viewer needs a certain level of education and 
understanding of that art form to be able to engage with it at all, and that it 
requires knowledge, at least in part, of its history, form and stmcture etc. When 
this is bought to our definition of contemporary classical music, it seems a 
somewhat insurmountable wall for someone wanting to listen to this music for the 
first time. Therefore CCM needs to make itself more accessible if it is to widen its 
audience, but in doing so we can also devalue it, and we will discuss this 
argument and others later in this chapter. For now, the question posed to the music 
promoter is: What is the value of CCM?
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Abigail Pogson, from the Society for the Promotion of New Music (SPNM) 
argues that it is socially valuable. She points to the breakdown of communities 
and society and argues that the arts offer new ways to explore weighted issues that 
are safe and non-political for individuals and groups of people.
The arts have a fantastic capacity to explore all those issues and to create a 
space for individuals and groups of people to understand and perceive 
what’s going on there in relation to themselves in new ways.
(Pogson 2006, interview with author )
Communities explore this aspect through other musical groups e.g. gospel choirs, 
theatre groups etc. Why then should we champion CCM when other genres seem 
more readily accessible to the majority of people? David Wordsworth argues that 
art music “transports people to other places and stimulates the brain” (2006, 
interview with author ). So we could argue that it stimulates thought and creativity 
and allows a deeper engagement from the participants and audience alike. This 
engagement on a higher level is perhaps one of the distinguishing features of the 
higher arts, and CCM being part of this group, can begin to realise its value and 
place in society. Wordsworth points out that the arts “counter the so-called 
celebrity culture of today” (2006, interview with author ) and Anne Parry’s^ "^  
belief, that much of society’s entertainment is ‘sedating’ and that CCM plays a 
role for people wanting to “go beyond that” (2007, interview with author ) is in 
agreement. Indeed much of our music has taken on the role of ‘opium of the 
masses’, designed to actually turn off the brain, used to ‘unwind’, relax and 
disengage. That there is a place for such music is not in question. What is 
questionable however is whether we want all our art music to follow this model? 
Johnson writes prolifically on this subject both in his book ‘Who needs classical 
music?’, and in his essay ‘multiple choice? Composing and climate change in the 
1990’s’. Johnson discusses the function of music and specifically how we are in 
danger of flattening all music across the genres to be ‘functionally equivalent’, 
this function being music mostly as background to other activities (Johnson 2003). 
Birtwistle also argues this point, but believes because of this change of function.
Anne Parry is, at the time o f writing, working with the Contemporary Music Network (CMN)
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composers will react by writing music that demands attention (Babbitt, Boulez et 
al. 1994). Parry is adamant that
...there will always be an important section of society that just 
wants something more, or wants to be engaged and to be made 
to feel uncomfortable or challenged or to just enjoy something 
in a really meaningful way because they had to struggle to get 
there and actually give something their full attention.
(2007, interview with author )
This idea of experiencing something by having to work emotionally and 
intellectually to enjoy it to its fullest is described by Parry as intensifying the 
experience. This again parts art music from its populist neighbours and surely 
makes it a valuable asset to any culture wanting to explore and grow. This concept 
of forward momentum is a repeated point by the majority of promoters. If it were 
not to evolve, even the classical ‘canon’ would become staid and stagnant with 
nothing new to compare it to. Matthew Greenall, director of BMIC, poses the 
‘value’ question thus: “What value is there to any area of enquiry which doesn’t 
necessarily show immediate commercial return” (2006, interview with author )? 
He states that if there is a belief in the roots of a particular art form, then the 
continuation of it is important. “The value of music is precisely in its 
development, as part of an organic development of the work out of which it 
comes” (2006, interview with author ).
Surely the goal to elevate ourselves as individuals and communities by using 
intellect and creativity over a state that is purely reactionary is a good one, though 
this is not to dismiss the emotional impact of art music; Pogson argues that the
arts can give a freedom to the mind and emotions which in different contexts
could not be expressed, or as David Wordsworth states; “it is a fine balance
between heart and brain” (2006, interview with author )
Having established that there is a value to CCM, social, cultural, intellectual, 
emotional, freedom of expression and intensity of experience and growth, the 
issue of audience reception and promotion are at the forefront of any discussion
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relating to the continuation of this art-form. It is a far-reaching issue and 
incorporates many factors such as performing space, audience experience, 
programming, how composers help or hinder themselves and accessibility versus 
devaluation of new music. In order to stimulate discussion around these issues, a 
series of questions were posed to key CCM promoters and the following debate is 
a result of these interviews.
Program m ing CCM
Placing CCM into a mainstream concert programme can be extremely difficult, 
but it is one way to bring CCM to the ‘traditional’ classical audience. Likewise the 
placing of CCM at other events like world music festivals, multi-arts events etc., 
could tempt non-classical audiences if the programming is carefully thought out.
An historical example of arguably unfortunate programming is that of the famous 
first night performance of Stravinsky’s ballet The Rite o f Spring (May 1913) 
where there were riots by the audience supposedly in reaction to this particular 
work. The modem dance probably aided the piece’s controversial reception, but 
programming almost certainly played its part. To put it into context, Stravinsky’s 
two earlier ballet pieces. The Firebird and Petrushka gave no clue that The Rite o f 
Spring was to be a total musical departure. Indeed the preceding piece on the 
evening’s programme. Les Sylphides, was firmly based in the romantic tradition. 
The musical gulf then, from a romantic dreamy piece to the abrasive new sounds 
of The Rite o f Spring, was a huge one to ask an audience to bridge. The Rite o f  
Spring was by no means an isolated instance of a bad audience reaction; rather it 
was indicative of its time when much new ground was being made. It is only 
retrospectively that we can see how programming may have helped or hindered 
the reception of a new work. Programming is not wholly to blame for a bad 
reception of a new work, and this will be discussed later, but it is a factor.
Studies have in some way shown, (Hugh 2000) for example, that once a listening 
preference has been entrenched it is very difficult to introduce other forms of 
musical genres to that listener. Musical listening from listeners with already 
formed music preferences could possibly be broadened by making ‘logical’
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listening steps. For example, a heavy rock listener may have an inclination toward 
a contemporary classical style of music such as that of Harrison Birtwistle. 
Similarly, someone who listened to soul music may be drawn toward a more 
melodic and rhythmical style of classical music. Fung (1994) found that this was 
indeed the case with world music which sounded similar to a student’s preferred 
music. So then, programming of CCM can be greatly assisted if the listener is 
asked to take tiny steps from their preferred genre and not illogical leaps, or if links 
can be found between seemingly unconnected genres and styles. Parry gives an 
example of a CMN project with the London Sinfonietta and electronica label Warp 
Records, which seem to back this up. An experimental electronic group would 
possibly not normally listen to CCM; likewise a core CCM audience would not 
necessarily step outside their own niche. However the premise for this project was 
that there were links between these seemingly disparate groups. “It was about 
showing how people like Steve Reich and the minimalists fed into the 
contemporary electronica scene” (2007, interview with author ). The evening 
comprised of a series of juxtapositions between these two ‘groups’. Parry 
remembers the audience as being an “absolute clash of both worlds [yet] a very 
kind of interesting and fertile one, not an uncomfortable one” (2007, interview 
with author ). Here then was an inspired piece of programming where seemingly 
opposing genres found commonalities and perhaps acquired some new audiences 
for both. Montague argues that a larger audience is not necessarily better as it risks 
running into homogenization; “it’s better for society that there are different groups 
with their own styles and audiences, you don’t want everyone to have the same 
interests” (2006, interview with author ). Certainly we must take care not to ignore 
the differences when trying to create links. It is these differences that are to be 
celebrated and set the genres apart. The suggestion is only that, by carefully 
thought-out programming, more people could enjoy the differences through better 
understanding.
The London Sinfonietta is a group set up entirely to play new music, so how does 
Doug Buist^^ feel about the assimilation of new music into a mainstream
Marketing manager, London Sinfonietta
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programme? Buist agrees that good programming is important, and cites Simon 
Rattle as an example of a conductor who would think about a whole season’s 
programming very carefully so an audience would be prepared for a new 
experience. Conductors though are not all so inspired with programming as Rattle, 
and have come under attack from Babbit for choosing new music on the basis of its 
ease of conducting, lack of offence to an orchestra’s board of directors and lack of 
resistance to the new work from the players. Greenall also thinks Rattle is the 
exception rather than the rule, and is passionate that the traditional orchestral 
community is not interested in CCM.
“I don’t see the classical community ever accepting new music 
except on the most user-friendly and unchallenging terms unless 
they are made to. Unless the structures within classical music,
like the orchestras are basically taken to pieces and they have to
think again” (Greenall 2006).
If this were the case then, suggests Greenall, they may have to think whether they 
could support “these huge subsidised superstructures” (Interview with author, 
2006) and perhaps come up with things like the incorporation of smaller ensembles 
each addressing different areas, for example a new music group and an early music 
group, “then they may start to take CCM seriously” (Greenall 2006, interview with 
author ). Steve Reich cites a proposal by Ernest Fleischmann amongst others, 
similar to Greenall’s: that there be a larger musical organisation incorporating all 
types of ensembles as well as a full classical orchestra. These large organisations 
would be fewer but cover larger areas and have more comprehensive repertoires. 
This would “offer musicians the opportunity to play, and audiences to hear, a wider 
range of music than is now the case” (Reich quoted in Babbitt, Boulez et al. 1994, 
p. 336). This then would be programming by giving opportunities within the same 
organisation for an audience to develop a musical palate.
As for the London Sinfonietta programming, Buist points to their recent Nono 
festival at the Southbank, how it used the city of Venice as a link between Nono
and composers like Vivaldi and Monteverdi. Thus the audience were taken through
the whole timeline experience of the music. It would have been a better
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opportunity, however, argues Buist, if they didn’t have the different composers 
separated into different days; there was a reliance on an audience going through the 
whole experience but on separate days you actually separate the audiences for each 
composer. From this example, we can begin to see the complexities of 
programming CCM.
SPNM takes a blank sheet of paper approach to programming. They start with the 
music and then the audience that they think will engage with it and “build it from 
there”. They have, says Pogson, “no preconceived notions of where it will be 
performed, what or when it will happen, and what the environment will be” (2006, 
interview with author ). The freedom of such an approach allows other ideas of 
performance spaces, other arts, performers, etc., to be explored whilst still being 
aware of the importance of programming.
A good opportunity to develop a programme to include cutting edge new music 
would be an event that has a long season each year with mass audiences and can 
therefore afford, with careful programming, to take its audience on a musical 
journey. The Proms is one such promoter. Both Wordsworth and Buist believe that 
the BBC is still the largest contributor to new music and Buist is adamant that 
“there is a lot of commitment to new music at the Proms” (2007, interview with 
author ), and argues that just because it’s not necessarily the new music that 
everyone wants to hear doesn’t mean that isn’t valid as new music.
Greenall though thinks “their new music programme appalling. Dreadful: Its new 
music on the safest possible terms. I think in their current incarnation they do 
almost nothing for new music” (2006, interview with author ). Buist, who two 
months previous to this interview worked for the Proms, rebuts Greenall’s attack in 
part. “I think what they’ve tried to do at the Proms is also look at how they can 
bring in the new contemporary pieces that are equivalent to the orchestras that 
they’re bringing in, so that you have the best” (2007, interview with author ). In 
other words Buist is talking about matching a new piece of music with the most 
suitable performers to afford it the best possible platform.
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The composer must also bear some of the criticism says Buist because “quite often 
when people are commissioned to write something for the Proms, even the most 
adventurous composers will come out with something a bit safe. I know a couple 
of people who did things and we felt quite disappointed as to what emerged” 
(2007, interview with author ). Though many composers would disagree with 
Buist’s comments it does shed light on a very real problem for the composer. There 
is a massive television, radio, and live audience, most of who are hearing the 
composer’s name and work for the first time. In such circumstances, it is perhaps 
understandable that the composer doesn’t want to risk alienating a possible new 
audience. Thus the commissioning body does not receive what it originally 
intended, criticism is levelled at the event for not including cutting edge CCM, the 
composer has compromised their work and the public, whilst not alienated, have 
not been given a chance to choose to like or not to like the intended commissioned 
piece.
The issue of accessibility is a tricky one. Does the music necessarily have to be 
instantly accessible? Our definition of the higher arts has the underlying 
assumption that one has to ‘work’ at a piece to gain some degree of familiarity for 
it to become more readily accessible. New music, “ ...by trying to make each of its 
elements a unique event, makes any grasp or recognition by the listener 
difficult”(Foucault quoted in Foucault, Boulez et al. 1985, p. 10). Foucault 
juxtaposes this with Bach, as an example of music which has enough recognisable 
features to make it accessible, even if the listener is not consciously aware of this. 
Boulez also makes the point that anything new will, by the fact of it being new, 
present some initial difficulty. He explains that CCM therefore is not necessarily 
immediately comprehensible, and it becomes so only through repetition of hearing, 
though some connection with the music may have been made for the listener to 
want to hear it again. Once more, we can see that good programming is vital; an 
audience must be prepared in part to be open to hearing a new work. This is why 
Wordsworth thinks the ghettoisation of new music into, for example, one weekend, 
can hinder rather than help an audience’s first-time experience of CCM. He argues 
that new music needs to be interspersed with other music as it gives new work 
more of a chance.
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Marc Dooley^^ argues that as the consumers; artistic directors, audiences and 
performers are the “best people to decide whether new music will be successful” 
(quoted in ‘composer in the house, 2006), then they look to this market to decide 
what new music to publish. Dooley argues that;
“ ...if  there is sufficient information about the potential level of 
demand for a composer, and we can see how our operation 
might service and amplify that demand, then we will seek to 
bring that composer on board.
(Dooley M 2006, p. 12)
It is an understandable strategy, as signing a new composer is a high risk 
investment, according to Wallace in her article ‘W hat’s the score?’ There is 
however an inherent problem; good composers have always been ahead of their 
time so the demand or potential demand may not be immediately obvious. 
Wordsworth states that “you back a composer in the hope that their music becomes 
part of a repertoire in the future” (2006, interview with author ). He argues though 
that composers can be their own worst enemies in that they write music that 
alienates their own audience (opposing Greenall’s view that new music 
programming can be too safe); “Sometimes compositions move too far, too fast” 
(Wordsworth 2006, interview with author ). Yet is this not what a forward- 
thinking, innovative composer does? Parakilas likens the dual demands of writing 
new music which departs from tradition yet needs to establish a connection with 
tradition, to that of painters, and quotes Gauguin’s complaints over a “peculiar, 
crazy public that demands the greatest possible degree of originality on the 
painter’s part and yet won’t accept him unless his work resembles that of the 
others!” (Parakilas 1984, p. 12) Wordsworth does say that the other side of this is a 
frustration that the general public will quite happily go to somewhere like the Tate 
modem, but won’t go and listen to new music. This can be explained in part, says 
Buist, by the fact of access to a lot of modem art being free. If you don’t like it you 
can walk away having lost nothing. So what can a composer do to assist promotion 
of their music?
new music manager for Peters edition (publishers)
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How composers can help themselves
Wordsworth argues that it is good for a composer to be ‘seen’. When 
commissioning pieces for his classical choir, Wordsworth always invites the 
composer to come and work with the choir for at least one rehearsal. This enables 
the choir to get to know the composer better and have a personal insight into why 
and how the composer wrote the piece. By working this way, the performers have 
more invested in the performance; they speak of the experience to friends and 
family thus widening the audience, and are more likely to attend other 
performances of different works by the same composer. The London Sinfonietta 
also encourages a personal experience with composers. They ask selected 
composers to come and work with them over a period of time. They have no 
expectation of what will be written, or of a performance date. Instead they provide 
an atmosphere where the composer can get to know the performers and try out 
ideas in a series of workshops. This allows experimentation in a safe environment: 
“It’s about giving people the courage to actually put their wackiest ideas in front 
of musicians” says Buist (2007, interview with author ), rather than composers 
worrying that something may be unplayable and feeling that if it didn’t work they 
would be humiliated at a concert. While this could be intimidating for some 
composers, it does allow a thorough knowledge of the players, enabling a better 
performance. It is vital that a performance of a new work is played well. Even 
music that is clearly of good quality can be ruined by bad performances, so with 
new music it is doubly important that the performance be of quality. 
Unfortunately much new music is played by groups unfamiliar with this genre. “I 
think the worst reason for not appreciating a classical piece is because the 
performance was bad”(Buist 2007, interview with author ). A few composers, like 
Reich and Glass, created their own performance ensembles. These ensembles, 
made up of top musicians, by working with the composer, ensured that the 
performance was of the highest quality, and brought the composer to the publics’ 
attention. Greenall argues that networking with key performers, broadcasters and 
media outlets is vital: “You need to build up a network of core supporters, not just
17 Schoenberg’s ‘Society for Private Performances’, 1919 -1924, was also about quality of 
performance. New music was rehearsed extensively and performed by talented musicians to an 
audience eager to hear it, not to criticize.
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audience, but groups who play your music that might be interested in you” (2006, 
interview with author ). He admits that this is difficult for many who are not 
natural self-promoters. There are ways though, he says, in which the composer 
can present themselves and “maybe sometimes composers need to think about 
why they write the music that they write, if getting the music played is really the 
object of the exercise” (2006, interview with author ). Certainly Stephen Goss^^ 
believes that a composer writes differently if a piece is intended for an academic 
purpose rather than a general public performance. There is also a distinction 
between whether a composer is writing for a professional group or a good amateur 
one. Buist points out that the ability to write well for both is something the 
composer needs to bear in mind. He states that “there is an increasing respect in 
the industry for people who can work with [amateur groups] and create (...) 
thrilling exciting music for everyone involved” (2007, interview with author ). 
Orlando Gough and ‘shout’ is an example where the music is “not patronising 
but it is within their capabilities and it’s within a context” (Buist 2007, interview 
with author ). Buist states that the industry in now valuing the ability to do this as 
stunning as Boulez’s ability to write for nine of the best musicians in the world. 
This bears out the above arguments that a composer working with groups to create 
quality performances is key, whether amateur or professional, and that thought 
needs to be given as to why, and for whom, the piece is being written. Indeed 
Parry states that composers who do nothing for her are the ones who “have 
forgotten that this is about an experience for an audience” (2007, interview with 
author ).
The ability to write clear, interesting programme notes which provide a point of 
entry for an audience is something the London Sinfonietta also deem important. 
“The music is quite obscure and people need a hook” (Buist 2007, interview with 
author ) and this coming from London’s leading new music performance 
ensemble! Pauline Johnson believes classical composers and performers also need 
to learn more about promoting themselves. She makes the point that dance is 
promoted very well through high quality images etc., but the quality of images, for
Composer and head of composition, University of Surrey.
‘The Shout’ is a choir drawing singers from many genres and are theatrical in their presentation. 
Gough is co-composer with Richard Chew.
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example, for a classical music ensemble is still mostly at the “head shot stage” 
(2006, interview with author ). There is a fine line however, between good 
promotion and veering off into a pop-like marketability where the danger is of 
losing great players due to their lack of camera expertise.
There is a strange paradox within music publishing that requires composers to be 
less prolific. “Until programming becomes less conservative, it is far more cost 
effective for composers to produce a few scores which will be played many 
times”, states Wallace (1994, p. 594). If a composer does have a large repertoire 
and is well-known, then it is more beneficial to all for the music to be spread 
between several publishers. A composer can help themselves by producing 
electronic scores and parts, indeed Wordsworth states that “OUP would not now 
consider a composer who couldn’t present his or her work in some computerised 
form” (Quoted in 'composer in the house' 2006, p. 13). Multi-media is another 
vehicle for composers to promote their music according to Rushton (Marc Dooley 
2006). One wonders though, whether this will eventually bring a ‘melting-down’ 
of music composition; do multi-media companies really want CCM for their 
games, adverts, etc.? And similarly do composers want their music reduced to 
this type ‘functional’ music? Fell (Boosey and Hawkes, cited in ‘W hat’s the 
score) also has doubts whether this “will be a major growth area for serious 
music” (Wallace, p.593). His argument is that film directors, rather than 
commissioning new work from a lesser-known CCM composer, will ask for a 
specific composer and piece of music.
Parry prefers composers who try and engage their audience with an emotional 
intellectual visceral response. She argues that much experimental and 
contemporary art can be self-indulgent, and states that there is an element of that 
“particularly prevalent in CCM, where you just feel you may as well not be 
there”(2007, interview with author ). Much of CCM, Parry states, is performed 
within a coterie of CCM and if she were a composer she would look to get her 
music disseminated as widely as possible. If a composer can engage an audience 
then “you are going to be able to work with other musicians from other genres and 
in different settings and different arts”(Parry 2007, interview with author ), though 
admits this is not without its problems which we shall discuss next. Perhaps the
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last word on how composers can help themselves should be given to Buist who 
was trying to think of another way to say that “composers should stop being 
miserable bastards” (Buist 2007).
How a promoter’s audiences experience music and how promoters feel about 
multi-disciplinary events
In chapter three we looked at varying negative stereotypes of classical and 
contemporary classical music. The audience experience is another contributing 
factor to the enjoyment and negative or positive perception of this music, and 
chapter one looked at this in some detail both of the performance spaces and 
inclusion of other arts. To ascertain whether differing ways of promoting CCM 
are more successful than others, or if they in fact further isolate CCM, promoters 
were asked how their audience experience their performance. Alongside this, the 
question was also asked how they felt about multi-disciplinary events as this 
directly impacts on increasing an audience demographic.
There are many different performance spaces which do utilise CCM. Some of 
composer Steven Montague’s work, for example, lends itself to varying and 
unusual performance spaces. The difference here is that pieces such as his Horn 
Concerto, for klaxon horn soloist and an orchestra of automobiles, would not 
work in a concert hall. Instead they are written specifically for large outdoor-type 
events. This specific event-based work is certainly a way to get attention from the 
general public and could stir a further interest. However, our discussion here 
regards the presentation of CCM which would normally be played in a concert 
hall, i.e. be part of the ‘mainstream’ classical culture.
Most promoters in this survey have experience of promoting their events 
somewhere other than the concert hall. However their target audiences were 
deemed to be mostly those that already have an interest in CCM. This somewhat 
negates the point that different venues could attract a new audience. As we have 
seen, however, this could be partly due to lack of good programming. Other factors 
such as education were discussed in chapter three and we will revisit this point, 
amongst others, from a promoter’s point of view, later in this chapter. The 
Contemporary music network boasts a varied audience in that their programme
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attracts jazz, electronica, avant-garde and experimental popular audiences, yet 
Parry thinks the audience “has dropped in age because of the output” (2007, 
interview with author ). Certainly such a varied programme would attract a cross­
genre audience, yet Parry admits to problems with promoting CCM. Part of the 
problem she says is that CCM doesn’t mix well with other genres; something is 
lost from this mixing of styles. Parry is speaking here of collaborations between 
CCM and other genres they promote. There is however nothing stopping the 
promotion of these different styles in a space which allows audience movement 
from one genre to another, thus keeping the integrity of each, though only certain 
types of music lends itself to this. Another factor Parry identifies is that CCM 
needs to learn from other genres in how they present their music, how an audience 
experiences the event etc. Greenall doesn’t have a problem with this or the 
suggestion in chapter one of a Vauxhall garden-type event, but he does caution that 
“it would be nice to introduce that type of setting so long as you don’t actually 
devalue the process of listening” (2006, interview with author ).
This ‘devaluation’ of the listening experience is mentioned by many of the 
promoters. But what are we actually saying? Certainly some works need 
concentrated listening, but are we advocating that spaces other than the concert 
hall do not allow this? Greenall suggests that a jazz-type venue would be a good 
atmosphere for some CCM; i.e. a more informal space with tables rather than 
raked seating and freedom to move around, yet with “an attentive atmosphere in 
terms of the audience” (2006, interview with author ). His previous argument that 
“an audience has to be able to listen intently” (Greenall 2006, interview with 
author ) can still apply to this type of setting. Anyone who has visited a jazz club 
can vouch for the absolute concentration in which an audience listens when the 
performance begins. Pogson’s belief, that if a piece of music is written for a 
concert hall then it may fall flat if taken outside of that context in an attempt to 
make it accessible, is a valid one. Yet as we have seen, if an atmosphere can be 
provided which allows for this type of audience engagement then a concert hall 
does not have to be the only place where it can be heard. Indeed Pogson believes 
the importance lies in getting people to listen in the first place rather than focusing 
on the concert hall as a destination. What the above arguments do show is that 
careful thought must be given for each piece as to which sort of space is best
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suited to it. Looking also at the audience demographic of the Contemporary Music 
Network, thought must be given as to whether an older audience could be tempted 
to their venues. It would seem that, as far as the contemporary music network is 
concerned, the younger audience will prevail. Whilst engaging a younger audience 
is a good thing, it does in effect ghettoize their output to this age-group, and, as 
Parry concedes, CCM is rather left behind as a problematic genre. She again 
mentions their project with Warp records and the London Sinfonietta as an 
example of something which “encapsulated everything I wanted our projects to 
be” (2007, interview with author ): where audiences from different musical 
‘worlds’ mixed, but admitted that this type of project was rare.
Having established that some CCM music requires a more attentive atmosphere 
than some other genres, in what other ways do promoters present their events? 
Guildford International Music Festival has over the years presented CCM in a few 
settings including Guildford Cathedral and the main studio in the University. 
While the studio is a conventional space, Johnson argues that the intimate setting 
the studio provides is felt by the audience, something which would probably be 
lost in a large concert hall. So size of performance space is a consideration. Yet an 
audience is still literally bound to their seats once the performance begins. The 
unlikely venue of a café at Debenhams as part of this Festival in 2007 was used to 
promote classical music ensembles. One would have thought this non-conducive to 
such music, yet Johnson sates that people came in to the Debenhams café event 
and actually listened, whereas she feels that a popular music ensemble would 
quickly have become background music. Greenall talks about a similar venue: their 
'rush hour concerts' in Oxford's contemporary arts cafe. He argues that, although an 
attentive audience comes in, there are issues like the acoustic and air conditioning 
for example, and people moving around: "so it's not always as simple as having 
everything flexible. Sometimes the demand of the music with which one is 
involved is quite complex -  [and] demands quite an intense listening experience, 
and that I suppose is going to cut it off from some audiences" (2006, interview 
with author ). This is a dilemma: how to present something that will perhaps appeal 
to new audiences without detracting from the music for established ones.
Perhaps then, such performance spaces, disassociated with any negative genre 
stereotypes, would make good ‘ice-breakers’ for people to come across CCM. This
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in fact occurred with the London Sinfonietta, who played informally at the British 
Library in November 2007. There was no programme, just a varied repertoire, and 
no formal space in which to perform. Buist is keen to make the point that the 
“traditional concert experience is something we wouldn’t do away with because 
it’s a valid experience to start with” (2007, interview with author ) but also agrees 
that alternatives can work. He likens the British Library experience to that of an art 
gallery: “you have choices about what you take in, where you might go...its 
allowing people I suppose to shape their experience” (Buist 2007, interview with 
author ). A means for someone to sample different contemporary pieces without 
spending a lot of money is important, and a lack of this opportunity may well 
present a barrier for a lot of people, as the Guildford audience survey hinted and 
the New Zealand study affirmed. BMIC’s online facility, where you can hear 
musical excerpts from some of their CCM composers, addresses this barrier in 
part, and is perhaps a concept others could take forward. Indeed it is similar to 
record shops that used to facilitate listening to a piece of music that may be of 
interest. For us to broaden our listening base, we need access. Programmes such as 
Radio 3 and good music libraries provide this opportunity, and conceivably 
orchestras and ensembles could also be encouraged to include musical snippets 
from their diverse repertoires on their websites (hopefully not a double-edged 
sword in putting some people off). After all, it also promotes the 
orchestra/ensemble as well as the music. Cross-disciplinary events would also 
provide this opportunity to amble through different spaces and arts, sampling a bit 
from each.
Most of the promoters interviewed were keen to state that with cross-disciplinary 
events, the project concept has to be there from the beginning. Just ‘tacking stuff 
on it’ for the sake of it won’t work. Buist states that:
We do also actively seek out opportunities to be involved with 
different things; we’re doing some work with the CandoCo dance 
company. We actively seek those links where we think they can 
work and provide something different. It’s also about making 
sure that what we do isn’t submerged.
(Buist 2007, interview with author )
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Montague finds the concept of mixing artistic disciplines fun and enriching, and 
thinks his audiences are more broad-based for these types of events arguing that 
families and non-concert goers attend also (Montague 2006, interview with author). 
There are favourable arguments for making events appealing to family groups: the 
creation of fun, creative environments for the entire family and friends fosters a 
more positive experience of classical music and supports any musical activities that 
the children are already engaged in, an interest in contemporary classical music is 
promoted and possibly an interest to learn a musical instrument or compose maybe 
inspired. Again, the cross-disciplinary events discussed are project-based, as 
opposed to different disciplines in adjacent spaces, or in turn as exemplified at 
Vauxhall.
Educational links
All the promoters quoted in this chapter think education to be very important, 
though not all have links to education within their organisations. Parry believes that 
"...not just listening but participating is (...) key" and states that if she had the 
money "to fix the sort of future audience for experimental [music] I would just 
plough it all into primary school free lessons" (Parry 2007, interview with author ). 
Parry’s statement is supported by the findings of a child’s openness to listen to a 
wide range of music in chapter three. The issue of participation in musical pursuits 
is an important one. Rosen insists that “the life of music depends not so much on 
those who want to listen as on those who want to play and sing”(Rosen 1998, p.6). 
Indeed participation is a crucial factor for continuing an interest in any art. The 
Society for Promotion of New Music (SPNM) ran a national programme 
encouraging children between nine and eighteen years old to compose at the time of 
these interviews. Pogson (SPNM) is adamant that performance groups find ways of 
working with children. This reiterates the point that active participation fosters 
more interest. Greenall, while wanting to develop more educational work within the 
British Music Information Centre (BMIC), thinks there is perhaps an over 
dependence on the workshop model (even though they are involved in various 
forms of workshops themselves) and that there needs to be some lateral thinking as 
to how music education can be delivered. He also argues that many teachers are
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often trained quite conservatively and will therefore sometimes be in resistance to 
contemporary classical music (Greenall 2006, interview with author). In fact, for 
Greenall, this seems an important issue: that there are structures to support classical 
music and populist, world, folk and ethnic music but contemporary classical music 
gets lost in the mix as it ‘...is all seen in one huge relativist continuum to which 
general rules apply’ (2006, interview with author). Promoters then, whilst 
recognising the need for more educational links to be forged, acknowledge the 
difficulty in knowing the best way of addressing it. Perhaps a realisation that young 
children are open to listening to, and participating in a wide range of musical 
experiences may help to think as Greenall proposes. Perhaps also performance 
ensembles could have a day where children can come and play or sing a piece with 
them, giving the opportunity to perform with professional musicians.
What is clear from the above interviews is that the issue of the promotion and 
audience reception of CCM is a difficult one. Most of the organisations interviewed 
specifically promote new music so have a huge interest in finding solutions, and the 
one universal response to the author’s question, ‘What would you like to see come 
out of this thesis?’ was that they would like to know what others had to say and/or 
collectively tackle these is s u e s .P e rh a p s  new links need to be forged amongst the 
new music community, and importantly more ‘traditional’ classical music 
organisations need to support and encourage our future musical canon.
20 Since the writing of this thesis the Sonie Arts Network has merged with SPNM, CMN and BMIC
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Conclusion
While the traditional concert hall is invaluable as a means of presenting music in a 
fantastic acoustic environment, there does seem to be an argument for additional 
concert spaces and different ways in which to experience contemporary classical 
music. While music promoters are experimenting with different performance spaces 
they are all still geared to one main performance within the space, though music 
festivals are sometimes the exception. Analysis of Vauxhall Gardens shows a 
different idea, a multi-arts and multi-performance model. The audience study in 
Chapter 2 shows much interest for this type of model, and while purely anecdotal, 
offers good evidence for further research in this area. The logistics of a multi­
experience event however are not without difficulty. Issues of expense, space, and 
opening times would have to be addressed. Programming would also be of prime 
importance; certain performance spaces may be more appropriate for different 
musical pieces, some pieces may require uninterrupted listening in a good acoustic 
space, while others would allow people to ‘drop’ in and out for periods of time.
Listening preferences in young children support the secondary hypothesis in part. For 
complete evidence, studies would have to be conducted to include contemporary 
classical music in order to add empirical evidence to the existing body of work which 
is, at present, concerned mostly with classical and popular music. Contemporary 
classical music however is the focus of Bradley’s study: ‘effect on student musical 
preference of a listening programme in contemporary art music’. It provides evidence 
that “a broader base of musical understanding is valuable in the development of 
positive preferences that can lead to the acceptance of new music” (Bradley 1972, p 
353), although his study concerns children older than those in my proposed model.
Other issues surrounding music education in schools are too numerous to cover within 
the scope of this thesis, thus Chapter 3 limits the discussion to key issues surrounding 
the primary and secondary hypothesis e.g. the negative stereotyping of classical 
music, listening preferences in children and musical context. Suggested further 
research, arising from discussion of the context in which music is heard, would be a
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study involving two groups: the first listening to contemporary classical music in 
silence, the second listening while looking at moving or still images. It is expected 
that the second group would enjoy the music more. If this were the case it would 
inform different ideas for educators and music promoters in the presentation of 
contemporary classical music. Certainly music education at present is mostly lacking 
ways to incorporate contemporary classical music into the curriculum. Roxburgh 
argues
...the fact that secondary schools are offering more electric guitar than piano 
lessons is indicative of the trend towards displacing classical music with a pop 
culture in schools
(Roxburgh 2003, p 42).
Whilst it is laudable that children are encouraged to use creativity, showing which 
pieces of classical music have inspired current pop culture would perhaps stoke an 
interest to look further afield. If we take art music off the school curriculum, as has 
happened in many cases, or relegate it as a minority discipline, we are giving children 
no choice to realise their potential in other areas of music at an age which shows a 
propensity for openness to listening.
In conclusion, I find that analysis of a successful historical musical venue has given 
insight into alternative ways to promote and experience contemporary classical music 
today. Anecdotal evidence suggests that audience figures would increase, and that 
new audiences could be gained. Finally, there is some evidence to suggest that young 
children may be more inclined to like, and foster a continuing interest in CCM, if it 
was a) introduced early enough, and b) was kept on the musical curriculum with an 
interactive listening/performance programme.
I propose that other successful historic musical venues could be analysed to engage 
debate, thus sparking further suggestions for the promotion and audience reception of 
contemporary classical music today.
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Appendix A
AUDIENCE SURVEY RESULTS
GUILDFORD INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL 2007
Venue Concerts surveyed
Studio 1
Performing arts building 
University of Surrey
Sunday 18 march 2009 -  Guitar day
12 noon Eclectic guitar orchestra
Eight world class Jazz and classical guitarists come together to play a 
repertoire of guitar music arrangements from all disciplines (classical, 
jazz Beatles, Flamenco, and Folk)
2.30 pm Jason Vieaux guitar
Jason is expanding definition of ‘classical guitarist’ changing the face of 
guitar programming. Playing works by Albeniz, Manuel Ponce, Jose 
Luis Merlin, and own arrangements of works by Pat Metheny.
UK DEBUT
5.00 pm Pupils of the Yehudi Menuhin School 
A concert of 19^ ,^ 2(f^and 2 f^  Century chamber music for guitar and 
strings, plus Stephen Goss’s ‘frozen music’ (2006) for guitar and string 
trio.
Ticket prices: £10, £18 day ticket
Studio 1
Performing arts building 
University of Surrey
Wednesday 21®* March
7.30 pm Crossing the boundary
World class composers and players from the UK and Australia unite to 
play on British and Australian soil. The evening includes works for the 2 f  
century.
Ticket prices: £6, £3 Concessions
AUDIENCE SURVEY RESULTS
Fig 2.1 Multivariate chart of audience demographic by age, ability to sing or play an instrument and 
membership of a music society.
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% )
aud ience by age play or sing
A g e
■ 17-21
■ 22-40
■ 41-60
■ 60+
m usic so c iety
The above chart shows the percentage of audience members by age, whether they play 
a musical instrument, and whether they belong to a music society.
Overall, 80% of the attending audience across the two concerts surveyed, played a 
musical instrument, or sang.
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Fig 2.2 Audience demographic by profession
Proportion by profession
■  P rofessional/m anagerial
■  musician
■  Educator
■  stu d en t
■  retired
The majority of the respondents consisted of high and mid to high income 
professionals such as Lawyers, consultants and those holding managerial positions.
The smallest minority of the respondents were retirees followed by students.
Fig 2.3 Attending audience by employment status
Proportion of audience by labour force 
status
A.- A* / V-
\
■  Employed
■  retired
■  un em ployed
■  stu d en t
Over 87% of the respondents attending the two concerts were employed, none were 
unemployed, and the minority were either retired or students.
Fig 2.4 Proportional frequency of concert attendance
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Frequency of concert attendance
■  A lot
■  A few  tim es a m onth
■  Attend w h en  som eth in g  
specific  is on
■  A few  tim es a year
The majority of respondents stated they attend concerts when there is something on 
they specifically want to see.
Fig 2.5 Frequency of concert attendance by age
■  age 17-21
■  age 2 2 -40
■  age 4 1 -6 0
■  age 60+
Attend a lot Attend few  tim es a Attend few  tim es a Attend for specific  
m onth year concert
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Fig 2.6 Overaii rating of CCM by audience surveyed
Overaii audience rating of CCM
B V ery Good  
g  Good  
a  Interesting  
g  Not very good  
g Bad
a  m ixed/variable
The larger proportion of the audience found CCM to be very good; the second largest 
said it was interesting while third largest found it good.
Of the 41-60 year old age group, 62% said CCM was either good or very good, 23%
said it was interesting and 15% said it was not very good or bad.
Of the 60+ age group, the majority found CCM to be god or very good, the next
largest found it variable and the minority found it not very good.
The second smallest age group in attendance (21-40) were equally divided between 
Good and variable when rating CCM and the minority group aged 17-21 found CCM 
to be variable.
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Fig 2.7 Audience preference to see more or iess CCM
w ould like to  se e  m ore W ould like to  s e e  less D epends w h at it is
Over 81% of the audience surveyed professed an interest in seeing more CCM.
Fig 2.8 Audience interest in an event incorporating muiti contemporary arts (e.g. music, dance, art)
Multipie arts interest
■  Interested  
B not in terested
The majority of audience members said they would be interested in a multi-arts event.
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Fig 2.9 Inclination to attend a contemporary multi-arts type event more than a performance of CCM alone.
■  W ould attend  m ore
■  W ould not attend  m ore
■  W ould attend  both  equally
45% said they would be more inclined to attend this type of event than a performance 
of CCM alone, 35% said they would not be more inclined and 20% said they would 
attend both equally.
Fig 2.10 Audience member’s current musical preferences
■ Traditional
■  C ontem porary
■  Both
Orchestral Chamber Opera Vocal and 
choral
World
The majority of the audience listened to both traditional and contemporary music 
from all the above styles.
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Fig 2.11
Which six named composers were thought of as 
contemporary by the audience
20
15
10
1 ---------  — I------------  I --------  ----------T '
I I
— ■m — —       I i |
Harrison Edward Elgar Phillip Glass Igor Frank Zappa Mark 
Birtwistle Stravinsky Anthony
Turnage
Figure 2.12 Composer preferences from a given iist of six
composer preference
StravinskyBirtwistle Glass Zappa Turnage
Figure 2.13 18'  ^and 21st March audience composer preference
Audience prefered composer
Birtwistle Glass Stravinsky Zappa Turnage
•18th March 
•21st March
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Fig 2.14
W h e r e  a u d i e n c e  m e m b e r s  l i s t e n e d  t o  
m u s i c
15
10 I I
Concert hall Locally e .g . At h o m e/in  O utdoors Opera hou se M ulti-arts 
church hall car ev en t
Fig 2.15
Where respondents buy music
15
10
shop internet don't buy m usic ven u e
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Appendix B
Music promoter’s interviewed by author
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Communications with author pertaining to chapters 1 and 3
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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H2
For symphony orchestra
By
Jill Jarman
HzO for Symphony Orchestra
H2 O, th e  chemical form ula for w ater, consists of tw o hydrogen m olecules 
bonded to  one  oxygen m olecule. W ater accounts for around 70% of our 
p lanet's surface, existing naturally in th ree  s ta tes , solid (ice), liquid (w ater) and 
gas (steam ). The w a te r m olecules behave differently in each of th e se  sta te s: in 
ice, they  form  rigid lattice-type structu res affording no m ovem ent; instead they  
vibrate, increasing in intensity  as th e  tem p e ra tu re  rises. In w a te r th e  bonds 
constantly  break and reform , dense  and flowing, increasing in energy as th e  
tem p era tu re  rises until a t 100°C th ey  break entirely  free, expanding ou tw ard  in 
a gaseous sta te . This m olecular journey  form s th e  basis fo r this piece, th e  
orchestra  behaving as th e  w a te r m olecules in each sta te . First: rigid, im m ense 
as in monolithic icebergs, unmoving. Second: flowing and dense, and third: 
floating, ever-expanding.
Of particular in te rest to  th e  com poser is th e  so-called 'change of s ta te ' th a t 
occurs as ice m elts to  w ater, and w a te r vaporises to  gas. These link th e  th ree  
main sections creating a continuous m ovem ent. As th e  ice begins to  heat, 
creaking cello and bass effects are  heard  as th e  grum bling ice s ta rts  to  crack. 
The violas and violins gen e ra te  trickling sounds along w ith th e  glockenspiel, 
m arim ba and vibraphone, follow ed by th e  wind and brass sections, creating  a 
soundscape of oozing, tum bling w ater, cascading as th e  2"'* section begins. The 
dense, flowing tex tu re  of liquid w a te r can be im agined as th e  section m oves 
forw ard w ith ever m ore energy as th e  theoretical tem p era tu re  rises. The third 
change of s ta te  is th en  realised w ith th e  orchestra  portraying th e  breaking of all 
bonds, th e  freeing of th e  m olecules, to  fly away, expanding to  fill th e  concert 
hall.
A new  harm onic device w as crea ted  for this piece and is used extensively in th e  
2"'' m ovem ent, bringing new  sounds, portraying th e  magical quality th a t  is 
w ater: th a t consists of th e  m olecules H2 O.
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CLOUDS
Cham ber choir: SATB 
A cappella
Jill Jarman
(Dedicated to C. leong)
RR0GRAMMi m m Clouds
CLOUDS for unaccompanied chamber choir and soprano solo
Clouds draws its inspiration from photographs of clouds taken 
by the  com poser over a period of 12 m onths. Selected 
photographs were given descriptive textures which w ere then 
translated  into musical ideas. This textural basis was 
form ulated into a structure for the  piece.
In keeping with the  m ovem ent of clouds, the  piece flows 
linearly in an ever-changing musical mood and texture. To aid 
this, th e  first part of the  music is mostly un-m etered so as to  
give the  impression of this constant unhindered m ovem ent. 
The climax is a non-tonal, but tim bre-pitched cascade 
signifying rainfall. The piece ends as the  rainfall dies away, 
leaving a calm sense of beauty as a soprano soloist soars over 
the  choir.
Though just over six m inutes long. Clouds takes the  listener on 
a journey. The following excerpt is from the  com poser's 
notebook and show the  original descriptions assigned to  the  
photographs
Opening Surreal, powerful, awe-inspiring
2"'* section floating, wispy, illusory, translucent
3'^ '* section Transformation: 'alien' 'other-worldly'
4^ '’ section Dark & light, monochromatic. Stormy 
Pendulous -  heavy with rain 
Rain cascade
5^  ^section Celestial, spiritual, magical
l®t Sopranos 2 
2"  ^sopranos 2 
1®* Altos 2 
2"*^  Altos 2 
l®t tenors 2 
2"  ^Tenors 2 
l®t B asses 2 
2"  ^B asses 2
Soprano Soloist
Signs and  symbols
---------------------- A n d --------- ► show  evolving vowel sounds for example;
Ooh aah aw  ^ ah
O signifies the note is to be produced with equal am ounts of breath and tone
The effect being soft and breathy
[19] The u se  of sm all brackets w ith num bers inside it show s the duration of the
note w hen longer than  eleven beats. U sed in unm etered sections only.
Signifies timbre. No tone as su ch  is produced, but rather a spoken pitch.
Spoken, x  show s approximate timbre of voice. As above.
m on o chro m a tic, m en
Should be su n g  w ith more than the u su a l am ount of vibrato
Perform ance no tes
*The piece incorporates the u se  of staggered breathing to a  large degree, and it is  suggested  
that rehearsal tim e be given to m aking th is technique as sm ooth as possible.
*The first seven sections are unm etered so as to aid the flow of the piece in a natural way.
*Singers can  pitch from sim ple step-w ise patterns or from obvious held notes in another  
part. The one section  in  w hich pitching is  more difficult are the two bars consisting of 
section 10. To familiarise the singers w ith the-soundy-th e-follow ingm inor chrom atic scale  
can be leam t (from Messiaen's third mode)
*This piece is largely textural so attention to dynam ics, tone production, phonetics and  
effects are crucial. W hen m astered, the overall soundscape produced will be rewarding for 
singers and audiences alike.
PERFORMANCE TIME: 6' 44 Clouds
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Soprano I
Soprano II
Alto I
Alto n
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Tenor II
Bass I
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(unmetered but with a pulse)
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Ah.
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Clouds takes its inspiration from photographs of clouds taken by the composer. The 
photographs were given descriptive textures which were then translated into musical 
textures. This textural basis was formulated into a structure for the piece.
In keeping with the movement of clouds, the piece flows linearly in an ever-changing 
musical mood and texture. To aid this, the first part of the music is mostly un-metered so 
as to give the impression of this constant unhindered movement. The climax is a non- 
tonal, but timbre-pitched cascade signifying rainfall.
SHADOWS
ill Jarman
for instrumental ensemble
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SHADOWS
[Duration approx. 16:20]
Jill J a r m a n
for instrumental ensemble
©2007 JillJarman
Shadows
Shadows for 14-piece wind, brass and percussion ensem ble
This piece begins with th e  philosophical concept th a t 
everything has a m etaphorical 'shadow ': creation seem s to  
require struggle, peace is perceived by th e  presence of 
conflict, harm ony is released from discord, thus a balance (as 
in the  2"^ m ovem ent) is reached by the  presence of opposites. 
Conversely, while shadows prove an absence of light, for it is 
the  shadow s' object th a t blocks th e  light thus creating the  
shadow  in the  first place, shadows also prove existence. So th e  
shadow  in this context is one of affirmation. A rain forest th a t 
cast no shadows has ceased to  be. Shadows of endangered 
species will no longer grace the  earth. Shadows then  can be 
seen as both positive and negative.
This piece starts with m an's conflict with man, a lone 
m onum ent (WWII m onum ent in London), depicted by a solo 
trum pet, casts a shadow. Echoes of m an's discomfort with 
himself arise as does the  idea of conflict being the  shadow  of 
peace.
The second m ovem ent, balance, shows a theoretical 
equilibrium as tw o disparate musical harm onies are sounded 
thus creating a third. This continues throughout th e  
m ovem ent using rhythmic pulses which them selves begin to  
play against each other, creating new rhythms.
The 3"^  ^and 4^  ^m ovem ents. Shadow dance, and moonlight and 
neon, are a m ore literal musical representation of shadows: 
the  dance of shadows on a sum m er's day and th e  som etim es 
eerie distortions of shadows at night. In Shadow dance, half 
the  ensem ble is m uted throughout, acting as 'shadow s', to  the  
open instrum ents. One is never heard w ithout its 'shadow '. 
Jazz saxophone lines mingle with classical oboe motifs, a 
percussion climax has tom -tom s shadowing timpani, a free 
semi-improvised section a t the  end gives the  impression of 
shadows overlapping as they dance gently away. Moonlight 
and neon is com posed in a languid, eerie, 'blues' style. The 
bowed vibraphone and clarinet a t the  start gives the  
impression of deserted  w et streets, lit by neon light and 
streetlam ps, casting eerie shadows. A haunting jazz trom bone 
solo tow ard the  end denotes the  moon as we are left with 
lingering sounds: sounds of rem nants, of existence.
Performance notes
The movement, ‘Lone monument’ is to be approached as simply as possible. The monument in question 
is a war monument in London, the muted instruments representing shadows slowly moving around it 
during the course of a day. The solo trumpet portrays the fallen soldiers and civilians.
The 2"  ^ movement, ‘balance’, should be played mostly mp to mf. The addition of instruments throughout 
the piece bring natural dynamics, much the same as to be found in music of the Baroque era. Each player 
should perform their part with an undulating ebb and flow feel, the hairpins being a guide to which 
players can add their own. The overall effect is of a gentle pulse, gradually increasing in intensity as new 
rhythms and harmonies appear. The ‘shadows’ in this movement represent harmony and conflict: One 
harmony appears and as a new harmony is introduced over the first, a third harmony emerges creating a 
balance or ‘ying and yang’ of the eastern philosophy.
The 3'"'* movement, ‘Shadow dance’, is to be interpreted as interplay of shadows dancing on a summer’s 
day. It is to be played with a jazz feel. The dynamics will find themselves naturally but some are marked 
as guides. The free interactive section toward the end enables experimentation and allows players to 
respond to each other’s performances.
The 4^*^ movement, ‘Moonlight and neon’, has a somewhat ethereal, sometimes eerie quality. It is, as the 
title suggests, representing shadows thrown from the moon and neon lights; sometimes distorted, 
sometimes not.
Suggested wind mutes are soft silk handkerchiefs or soft cloths.
Suggested initial seating/standing plan:
Percussion 1 Percussion 2
Bassoon Saxophone
Trumpet
Clarinet
Bassoon m Saxophone m Trombone
Oboe _
Clarinet m Trumpet m
Oboem Trombone m
Front players Initially muted
Note: the 3'^ '* movement takes on specific instrument pairings so time must be allowed to change the 
seating plan accordingly.
1. Lone monument 3
2. Balance 7
3. Shadow Dance 31
4. Moonlight and Neon 48
2 Oboes 
1 Bb Clarinet
1 Bb Clarinet doubling Bass Clarinet 
1 Tenor Saxophone doubling Soprano Saxophone
1 tenor Saxophone doubling Alto Saxophone
2 Bassoons
2 Bb Trumpets 
2 Tenor Trombones
Percussion 1 Bass drum, gong, Tam- tam. Vibraphone, Timpani, Spring drum
Percussion 2 Timpani, Vibraphone, Tam- tam, Mark tree. Temple blocks,
4 Toms, Splash cymbal, Bass drum. Spring Drum
Two vibraphones are needed as they are required to play simultaneously in 
Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Two bows are also needed for the vibraphones.
transposed score 
haunting J =  7 2
SHADOWS
1. Lone monument
Duration 1' 47
JillJarm an
Oboe 1
mj)
Muted
Oboe 2
Clarinet in Bl> 1
Muted
Clarinet in Bt 2
IV mp
Tenor Sax. 1
Muted
Tenor Sax. 2
Bassoon 1
Muted
Bassoon 2
Trumpet in Bt 1
mp
Muted cup mute
Trumpet in Bk 2
p pmp
Trombone 1
Trombone 2
Percussion 1 
Bass drum 
Gong
Timpani
© Jill Jarman 2007
Ob. 1
PP
Ob. 2
PP mp
B1.C1.1
B1.C1.2
mp
T. Sx. 1
T. Sx. 2
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BkTpt. 1
mp
open
BkTpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn.2
Perc. 1
Timp.
18
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
Et Cl. 1
mpp p .p p
T. Sx. 1
T. Sx. 2
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
l.Tpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
Tbn.2
Bass drum
Perc. 1
Timp.
Ob. 1
V Pmp
open
Ob. 2
mp p p
mp p pmp
T. Sx. 1
T. Sx. 2
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
BLTpt. 1
mp
BkTpt.2
mp p p
Tbn. 1
Tbn.2
gong L.V t^o bass drum)
Perc. 1
mpmp
Timp.
>mp
Full Score 2. BALANCE
Duration aprox. 6'
Oboe 1
mp mp mp
Oboe 2
mp mp
Clarinet in BH
mp mp mp
Bass Clarinet
mp
soprano sax
Tenor Sax
Bassoon 1
mp mp
Bassoon 2
mp
Trumpet in BH
mp
cup mute 
/C\___
Trumpet in Bl> 2
mp mp mp
Trombone 1
mp
cup mute
mp
cup mute
open
Trombone 2
mp
Percussion 1 
Vibraphone
Percussion 2 
Vibraphone
0  a tempo (J=68)
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
Bb Cl. 1
Like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
B -cl
m p
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
Bsn. 1
mp- Like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
Bsn. 2
mp
BbTpt. 1
bucket mute
BbTpt.2
like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
Tbn. 1
mp
open
Tbn. 2
soft mallets like a pulse, 
motor off detached but not staccato
Perc. 1
mp
motor off 
soft malletsvibes
tam
Perc. 2
mp p \m p
21
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp mp
Bsn. 2
mp
Tpt. 1
Tpt.2
rbn. 1
mpmp
îrc. 1
mp mp
TO. 2
10
B I Like a pulse,
detached but not staccato
Ob. 1
mp m p
like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
Ob. 2
mp
Like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato
mp mp mp
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
m p mp mp
Bsn. 2
Like a pulse,
detached but not staccato
_______________ cup mute
BkTpt. 1
mp Like a pulse, 
detached but not staccato 
 cup mute
BkTpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
mpmp mp
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
mp mp
(vibes)
Perc. 2
11
33 0
Ob. 1
mp
Ob. 2
n p
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
l.Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
straight mute
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
12
38
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
B-cl
S.sax.
whispering
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BkTpt. 1
Bl-Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
mp
(vibes)
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
13
40 0
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
mp
mp
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
detached notes
Bsn. 2
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
Perc. 1
mp
(vibes)
Perc. 2
14
45
Ob. 1
mp
Ob. 2
Bl-Cl. 1
B-cl
S.sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
mp
BkTpt. 1
BkTpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
(vibes)
Perc. 2
15
49
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
m p  cresc. poco...a...poco
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
mfitrcjiftnfi I £ff££f££f££fIBsn. 1
cfjrcf_rcf_rcjL&mBsn. 2
1-Tpt.l
mp
Tbn. 1
mp
open
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
16
O b.l
mp
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
open
BkTpt. 1
mp
BkTpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
(vibes)
Perc. 2
17
Ob.l
mp
Ob. 2
mp
mp
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
l-Tpt. 1
I. Tpt. 2
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
18
59
O b.l
Ob. 2
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BtTpt. 1
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
(vibes)
Perc. 2
19
61
Ob. 1
m/p
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
mp
Bsn. 1
rtp
Bsn. 2
Tpt. 1
mp
mp
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
20
O b.l
Ob. 2
BkCLl
B-cl
63
â 1 â
n p
mp
3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3
mp- mp
S.sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BkTpt. 1
BkTpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
i
mp
3 3 3 3
mp
-3 — ' 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
I
3 3 3 3 '— 3 — ' 3 3 3
itp
Ite
U
(vibes)
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
(vibes)
TTrrrrrr rrrrrrrr
21
O b.l
mp
Ob. 2
mp
B1.C1.1
mp mp
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp mp
Bsn. 2
1-Tpt.l
mp
tTpt.2
Tbn. 1
m pmp
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
22
O b.l
mp
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
S.sax.
mp
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
BkTpt. 1
mp
open
Bl.Tpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
23
Ob. 1
mp
Ob. 2
«5P
Cl. 1
B-cl
S.sax.
mpmp
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
cup mute
Tpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
Perc. 1
mp
Perc. 2
24
74
O b.l
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
mp
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
mp
BkTpt. 1
mp
BkTpt.2
mp
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
mp
(vibes)
Perc. 2
25
77
O b.l
Ob. 2
BkCl. 1
B-cl
3 3
iS.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
kTpt.l
-Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
=—  p
f f f f f f f r f f f H f  f r r , rrrr  r r r r r r r r r r r  r , r r r r r r r r r r r r - ^
m f
m f
=—  P
3 3 3 3
L L T  L U n
3 3 3
mp m f
3 3 3 3 m f
6 6
m
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
26
80
O b.l
Ob. 2
B1.C1.1
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
cup mute
Bl.Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
(vibes)
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
27
O b.l
Ob. 2
Bl-Cl. 1
B-cl
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
Perc. 1
tam  L.V.
Perc. 2
28
O b.l
Ob. 2
B1.C1.1
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BUpt. 1
mp
Bl.Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
Perc. 1
tam L.V.
Perc. 2
29
Ob. 1
mp
Ob. 2
B-cl
mp
S.sax.
T. Sx.
mp
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
mp
(vibes)
Perc. 1
mp
vibes
Perc. 2
tip
30
Ob.l
Ob. 2
B1.C1.1
B-cl
-------------------------------- 1--------------------
-------------------- :-----------------------------------------
P
/TV
V-X-------------------' -  - •
- 4 ^ ----------------------------
^ ------------------------------ --------- - ---------------------------------
P
- i ------------------------------ : -----------------------------
S.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BkTpt. 1
BtTpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
/TV
P
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
(vibes)
P
(vibes)
W.
31
3. SHADOW DANCE
Duration 4' 28
PLayers stand with instrumental groupings
lively swing J  =192 =  j
lor saxophone 
1
ino saxophone 
(muted)
Oboe I 
2
Oboell
(muted)
Bb Trumpet I 
3
Bb Clarinet 
(muted)
3b Trumpet II 
(muted) 
4
Bassoon I
Bassoon II 
(muted) 
5
Bass clarinet
Trombone
(muted)
6
Trombone
Percussion 1 
Vibraphone 
Timpani
Percussion 2 
Mark tree 
m, Temple blocks 
4 toms 
Splash cymbal 
Vibraphone
m f
m f
cup mute
harmon mute
a m
t. sax
p f  f r f6s. sax
t. sax
t. sax 
1
s. sax
18 ^ -r*rtt|.crP-**r ip.jV.J 1
p, ) :
UtiJ-'r t  M3-
#r T ^ —f¥—P—3
0
t. sax 
1
s. sax
ob . I 
2
o b . I I
m f
a i
m f
u- —ÿ—rh" rTr---- 1>H i r # _4 * 1» ■ r n.
h* f* P; r
1 U 1 =
r r
s tra ight 8's
f
r ^ c J
' f 'P ‘
ï i i i î
t. sax
1
s. sax
swung 8's
ob . I
swung 8's .2
ob.n
33
o
34
t. sax
1
s. sax
ob. I
2
ob.II
tpt. I
3
cl.
tpt. II
4
bn. I
bn. n
5
b-cl.
tbn.
(muted)
6
tbn.
perc 1
7
perc 2
f
swung 8's
i
stra ig h t 8's
#_______ =_ l'#
.  kf  1^»
P
/
» f r »r r W f
m f
il J
... .. ^ -= j ^  > #•[’ ii^’ 
/
----f l  -L J '^ |-«
<CZ2Z^ssy
H  ' ^ r i  " 'N
36
t. sax
a little quiter
s. sax
a little quiter
ob. I
a little quiter
ob.n
a little quiter
tpt. I
tpt. II
a little quiter
bn. I
a little quiter
bn. II
a little quiter
b-cl.
a little quiter
tbn.
(muted)
a little quiter
tbn.
perc 1
perc 2
37
53 p|**rjr K K ^J-
¥  Itl» p A i fr¥
:#rztirzq,c& i
3 3 3 3
#
# f t f  f  kp ; i w
doit doit
'  1 r .^... ' ........... - —  ^ r M
â  -  - -
tw
f
bxT
P ' T
t. sax
s. sax
XX
ob.I
ob.n
tpt. I
tpt. II
bn. I
bn. H
b-cl.
tbn.
(muted)
tbn.
perc 1
perc 2
39
61
n f
f f
t. sax
s. sax
ob. I
ob.n
tpt. I
-o-
PPP
tpt. II
bn. I
bn. n
b-cl.
tbn.
(muted)
PPP
tbn.
s tra ig h t 8's
perc 1
mp
s tra ig h t 8's m ark t re e
perc 2
41
71
JK5
mp PP
P VPP
sm
(to tarn tarn) temple blocks
mp tip
42
perc 1
7
4 tom s
X X _  X X V V jX jX ;>tii'ijr liju i-ddperc 2
>  >
perc 1 
7
perc 2
mp m f
w
>  >  >  
splash cym m m > > > xS>  >
tnp ~ m f P /
perc 1
7 mp
perc 2
mp
swung 8’s
perc 1 
7
perc 2
-3--- 1 I— 3- -3—> I—5-
swung 8's
| [ ]  j  j M
>
> >  >
>
>
3 >  3 >
> ^  ^ 1  ^
------------------
> U j U j  Lb Llj “^ 3 - ^  ^
_ | _ M --------------- |_L!----------
m f
perc 1 
7
perc 2
r > >
>  >
/
>  >
>  >  
>  > > >
0
s tra ig h t 8's
mp
>  >  5 >  >  5
p  — = : m f
tarn tam  j
L  3 U j  > >  >  >
4 —  4 — !— :--------
>  >  > ------------ K — L
perc 1 
7
perc 2
p  —= = n jn f
43
119
<y
stra igh t 8's
XL
71^
Straight 8's
stra ig h t 8's
(to  vibraphone)
m p
(to  vibraphone 2)
44
IN l bRACTIVE/FREE SECTION After initial entry repeat phrase randomly at wül, sustaining different notes as desired. 
Ensure rests are included in the music. Be ready to respond to silence. Free dynamics, respond and interact.
Muted instrumentalists 'shadow' their counterpart at will.
On 1st cue (given by conductor or player) pairings 1,5 and 6 drop out gradually leaving pairings 2,3,4 and 7.
On 2nd cue pairings 1,5 and 6 gradually come back in.
On 3rd cue come to rest gradually over 2 bars.
ob. I
Loose the pulse, tempo ad lib
tpt. I
mp
3
cl.
Loose the pulse, tempo ad lib
tpt.2
muted
bn. 1
(rp t til  3rd cu e  th e n  stop)
perc 1
7
perc 2
45
129
[J ' P
i ë
On 1st cue play this and repeat ad lib
m
i
bn. II 
5
b-cl.
f
m
w
maintain fragments
I: ^
14
u---------------------
46
t. sax
ON 3rd CUE
P
a tempo
m p
straight 8's
P
P
ob. I
2
ob.II
m p P
i
m p
P m p
tpt. I
cl.
(muted)
tpt. n
(muted)
bn. 1
P m p =—P m p
m
become more fragmented
become mor î fragmented
PP
m p
bn. n  
(muted)
b-cl.
become more fragmented
__
become mor
p p p
Î fragmented
-PP
tbn.
(muted)
6
tbn. m
(repeat sparsely)
gliss. gliss.gliss.
vibes
(pick up padded dow 'ing)
47
mp
<y
mp
PPmp
gliss. L.V.gliss.
cluster (use padded doweling)
TTlip
--  — ------------ PPP
f ’ L /  [ J  ^
C-T [ _ /  [ _ j  L_r
p p p
----^_____ :--------------------L-o--------------------------- L-*---------------------L*
p ----  - mp ---- p p p
48
4. MOONLIGHT AND NEON
Duration 4' 06
haunting J = 1 0 0
Oboe 1
Oboe 2
solo
Clarinet in Bk 1
mp p mp
Bass Clarinet
mp
Alto sax
Tenor Sax
Bassoon 1
Bassoon 2
Trumpet in Bl> 1
Trumpet in Bt 2
Trombone 1
Trombone 2
b o w e d  v ib r a p h o n e
Percussion 1 
Vibraphone, 
Tam, spring drum mp
b o w e d  v ib r a p h o n e
Percussion 2 
Vibraphone 
B ass drum, 
spring dnjm
mp
49
11
1
2
1
mp
:1
P P
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
mp
2
50
19
O b .I
Ob. 2
■mp
B-cl
A. sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
hard mallets
Perc. 1
mp mp
soft mallets
Perc. 2
mp mp
51
25
1
2
mp
1
mp
mp
PPmp
mp
1
mp
2
1
2
1
2
mp
I
mp
mp
52
31
Ob.I
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
mp
A. sax.
mp
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
mp
BtTpt. 1
cup mute
so lo
bucket mute
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
(vibes) (pick up bow)
Perc. 1
(pick up bow)(vibes)
Perc. 2
53
expressively
1
mj>
2
1
:1
mp
mp
1
mp
2
mp
1
2
1
mp
bucket mute
2
mp
(to tam)bowed vibraphone
1
mp
(to bass drum)bowed vibraphone
2
mp
54
O b .I
Ob. 2
Bl. Cl. 1
B-cl
A. sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
cup mute
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
Tam
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
55
1
2
1
1
2
p^en
1
2
1
open
open
2
L.Vspring drum
1
Bass drum
2
56
Ob.I
Ob. 2
like a pulsi
B-cl
A.sax.
T.Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
o p e n
open
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
v ib e s
Perc. 1
b a s s  d ru m
Perc. 2
Slower J = 76 0
57
62
1
2
soli
1
mp mp
cl
mp
s.
mp
1
mp
like a pulse
2
soli
cup mute
1
mpmpmp
2
1
harmon mute
2
mp
1
2
58
69
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
Bt Cl. 1
B-cl
A. sax.
mp
T. Sx.
mp p p
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
BtTpt.2
bucket mute
Tbn. 1
mp
Tbn. 2
mp mp
Perc. 1
Fere. 2
59
1
mp
2
1
mp
cl
mp
1
2
1
2
1
2
b o w e d  v ib r a p h o n e
1
mp
v ib e s
2
*
60
poco accel. [d ] faster  J. = 66
Ob. 1
poco vnf
Ob. 2
p o c o tn f
mp mp
B-cl
mp mp
A. sax.
mp
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
mp
Bsn. 2
p o c o tn fmpmp
Bl> Tpt. 1
mp
cup mute
BtTpt.2
solo
Tbn. 1
mp
straight muttopen
Tbn. 2
mp mp
vibesTam - scrape
Perc. 1
p o c o tn f
vibes
mp 
spring drum
Perc. 2
mp
61
86
i
mp mf
mp
jtp,.
i T  1
mp
N--------- '----------- * p r  1
mp
t
4 H------
j. ,f  : r
fn-g: g- =Fg: g-
pocotnf
ig: p: 1 g ;  1 g: ;
mp
r— '■ 
k  m m i
r r-
1— n r~n-
If r 1 r r- 
rn rn 1
r r
m m
62
O b.l
mp
Ob. 2
mp
B-cl
A.sax.
T. Sx.
Bsn. 1
Bsn. 2
Bl-Tpt. 1
Bl.Tpt.2
Tbn. 1
Tbn. 2
mp
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
63
104
1
2
1
:1
1
VP
2
PP
1
2
1
2
PP
1
2
SOUNDWAVES OF LIGHT
For orchestra
JILL JARMAN
©2005
"Stars do not just shine any old light; the spectrum o f light frequencies they emit depends on the kind of stars they are,
and the kind of elements they contain. This piece uses the different frequencies from the different stars found in the
universe to create a palate of sounds which reflect the entirety o f stars old and new, near and far, which shine their light on us."
Dr. Paul Stevenson, Physics dept. University o f surrey
For orchestra
JILL JARMAN
[Duration l l V i  minutes]
The frequencies from  the different star-types were calculated by Dr. Paul Stevenson 
and bought into the human audible range. They were then matched to the nearest 
musical tone by the composer, using the note A4 to equal 440 Hz.
PÆOÏiMMWHNMESl
Soundwaves of light for Symphony Orchestra
Imagine being able to  hear the  stars in the  sky! The realisation 
th a t light em itted by stars has different wavelengths 
depending on a star's composition, and th a t th e  frequency of 
the  wave could be calculated is at once enthralling and 
exciting. A frequency immediately brings to  mind a musical 
note, for example the  w estern 'tuning' note, A4, is assigned 
the  frequency of 440 Hz. Stars thus have not only specific 
physical properties but also properties of sound; we just can 't 
hear them  because they are outside of the  hum an audible 
range. This was the  basis for the  composition Soundwaves of 
light. If th e  frequencies of som e star-types could be calculated 
and brought into our hearing range thus providing a palette of 
notes from which to  compose, the  choice of notes would not 
be purely arbitrary: science would form the  basis of tone rows, 
scales and harm onies, yet there  would be enough leeway for 
intuitive choices. Dr Paul Stevenson, a physicist from the  
University of Surrey, provided this series of calculations which 
enabled the  stars light emissions to  be heard by us as musical 
notes. These notes w ere then  fine-tuned by the  composer. 
(For those with an in terest in science, the  m ost common 
elem ent to  be found in stars is hydrogen, which, in term s of 
frequency or pitch, is the  note C#).
This piece is concerned with five types of star: in order of heat 
they are, 0 , B, A, G/K and M. To give som e idea of w hat this 
means, our sun, type G, is actually relatively 'cool' with a 
surface tem pera tu re  of a m ere 6 000 Kelvin as com pared to  
the  white hot 0-type star which is over 25 000 Kelvin (that's 44 
540.6°F).
This composition begins with ascension to  the  stars, over half 
the  total frequencies singing, inviting us on a journey to  outer 
space. A motif to  denote  the  planets is heard, recurring at 
different tim es throughout the  composition. We then  hear the  
star types one-by-one (in no particular order), introduced with 
a musical identity: the  hottest, type 0 , with jagged rhythms 
and searing brass, followed by the  languid sounds of the  sun. 
Metallic percussion zing and clash to  denote the  second 
ho ttest star-type, 'S'. A growing block of orchestral sound 
heralds the  A-type star, which dies away to  a magical 
transition to  the  coolest star-type, M. The red super giant, 
Betelgeuse is such a star: A bem outh, which, if situated where
Soundwaves 
of light
our sun sits, would engulf our earth , and extend beyond the  
orbit of Jupiter. 18 different musical lines are gradually bought 
in around the  orchestra, building to  a musical immensity th a t 
is Betelgeuse, over 600 million miles in diam eter. The abrupt 
cessation of sound followed by quiet strings and violin solo 
bring a realisation of the  vastness of space, w here different 
stars can be heard all around as motifs flit in and out. We hear 
th e  'engines' of the  stars, th e  nuclear fusion, mysterious, 
aw esom e and powerful. Once m ore there  is an increase of 
m ovem ent as different stars are heard showing th a t the  
perceived em ptiness of space is actually full with celestial 
bodies. Suddenly there  is an onslaught of sound as all the  
frequencies are played at once. Finally, after a brief silence, 
there  is a musical descent from th e  stars, ending our journey.
Soundwaves of light is an orchestral tapestry  born from the  
physics of our universe, and as such, perhaps brings a fresh 
look at our solar system through music.
Piccolo 
2 flutes 
2 oboes 
English horn 
2 Bb clarinets 
Bass clarinet 
Alto saxophone (jazz)
2 bassoons 
Contra bassoon
4 horns in F
Piccolo trumpet in D doubling Bb trumpet
2 Bb trumpets
2 tenor trombones
Bass trombone
Tuba
Timpani 
Percussion 1 
Percussion 2
Percussion 3
Harp
Piano
Vibraphone
Celeste
Tam-tam; gong
cymbal gong suspended cymbal; 
bent gong
V. V
china cymbal F# gong; tambourine 
ride cymbal 
^choke cymbal ^
wind chimes; bass drum; triangle; crash cymbal; Tibetan bowl; thunder sheet
Solo violin
violins
violins
Violas
Cellos
Double basses
16-18 players 
14-16 players 
10-12 players 
10-12 players 
8-10 players
*The bracketed percussion denotes that the instruments should be set up enabling the third percussionist to play several 
instruments at once and/or in rapid succession.
Misterioso 1=108
SOUNDWAVES OF LIGHT
Transposed score
Jill Jarman
Piccolo
Flute
O boe
English Horn
Clarinet in Bl>
Bass Clarinet
Alto Saxophone
Bassoon
Contrabassoon
Horn in F 1
Horn in F 3
Trumpet in D
3 Trumpets in Bt
Tenor Trombone
Trombone
Tuba
Timpani
Percussion
Percussion
Percussion
Harp
Piano
Vibraphone
IV
Celesta
IV
Solo Violin
Violin I
Violin n
Viola
IV
Cello
IV
Double Bass
©JUl Jarman 2005
U] Faster 1=154
Picc.
E.Hn.
Hn. 1
tpt.1 soli
Perc. 1
pno /  t-y
Vib.
Via.
Vc.
E. Hn.
Hn. 1
pocom j^
BtTpt
Hp.
pno
Vib.
s  J=m
Ob.
E.Hn.
A. Sx.
Hp.
Vib.
Vln.I
Vin. H
Via.
Fi.
Ob.
A. Sx.
T. Tbn.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
Ob.
B ia .
A. Sx.
Hn. 1
2
Hn.3
4
T.Tbn.
1  — - __________ ^ b - j -  -
v t f
H p '
i --------------------—
■ * » i j t r — = d
m f
mute off
D.B.
[H Faster }-i6 6
A. Sx
a m
y
B. Tbn
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vln.I
bantgong
, ■ i -
f  r
(totraingU) / \
................... lut «Bd» la naming
: j  -
—  —  VP 
1 1
T -  1 ^
/ <  
MoBdalo naming
- r ---------------
nuicato ijiv. V
■ ■
l l l  1 . =
/ < marato j j ,  y
— Ititp -
Picc.
Ob.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
J 7 2 m  r - y + m m r y
Timp.
(mallets suspended cymbal)
Perc. 2
perc 3
Vln.I
Vln. n
via.
D.B.
Picc.
Bsn.
C. Bn.
Hn. 1
2
Hn.3
4
V y  &ee chromatic
é  -
cymbal gong / À - ------------
perc 3
(to bass drum) R
Id i u r n a 'U i u j h i -  \
(to cr. cymbals) J L
Vln. I
VIn.n
D.B.
Picc.
Ob.
Bsn.
C. Bn.
e l e s *
) i R''  ^ ij I
Hn.3
4
Tuba
— fi—=1 —ïpSS-----------
f r f
f r f n_r*Jtlf—rj-J—î—1— mf ------J
f r f
lnJiJli»/ !g;g-#ÿ
f r f
Æ C W  —1 . n  -fi- j f f K T N W - lffl-IT].r],ni-ttJ J s. îQ i t  i  H  i  U
. . 3  s f ^ l f è ï S i
Vln.n
Bsn.
C. Bn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
B. Tbn.
3 #Tuba
gizzle cymbal
Perc. 2
pno
Vln. I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
112
Picc.
Bsn.
C.Bn.
I ;Hn. 1
Hn.3
DTpL
Bl-Tpt.
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
Perc. 1
(lo china i
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vln. I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
120 II] lento
Picc.
poco m p
pp
cl.1 .
m
Hn. 1
{toum tam ) / q \  [hard mallets]
Perc. 1
Hp.
PP
Vib.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
P
E. Hn.
sempUcemA. Sx
É
e
i S
Fl.
E.Hn.
Eta.
B. Tbn. 
Hp.
Vln.n
i
-p- - - - - - - - - - -
- P T — - r  > .- .— --.1
ê — =
k - = -
Cl.1 semplicer .jp- ttf, -J =
r  r
cupmute 
1 - - - - - -
mute o ff
f  • -  *4 ^ — n H z i l
k l  ^ j -
« L  ■pp
.1 - . .  =:|
J  ^  -  
■ ■ h  -  -
p PP
, k x  }Ç~\é = \ i T  — . . 1 r r - - - -r
VP
-
rk - | > - . . ; > - jtrf— — 1 > "  ■ ~ = = = i$  =  
J — =—
t — 1 -... I-- * T ' . 1 1 1
p o c o m f
‘É ë ÿ
é .. = p — '- - - - ----------------------- p o c o tn f
J — ÿ j ^ „ . - - - -
11
Ob.
E.Hn.
pno
Vib.
Vln. I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
0  faster 1=202
Ob.
E.Hn.
Perc. 1
china cym
Perc. 2
perc 3
Hp.
PPpno
Vib.
IP
Vln.1
Via.
Vc.
12
183
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
(to tibetan bowl)
perc 3
pno
slower J=S7
C.Bn.
PP
Timp.
I pick op rubber ball mallets |
Perc. 1
(to bass dnatt) Q
perc 3
pno
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
0  faster }=i66
Bsn.
C. Bn.
B.Tbn.
Timp.
Hp.
Vln. I
Vln.n
ÆP
Via.
PP
Vc.
PP
D.B.
13
strokedroU jSl &
Perc. 1
H p .
I -  n
m H
f i
A l, E l
' ii i ^ T r n  r
=
Vln.n
via.
Vc.
%& $ %». *  %&
bowed ■ DO vibrato
* Sa
uv . (notes to sound 2 octaves
R
Ob.
Bka.
# ' ...- 1 .^.
n #
$ — —
r
---------- Lg_I_
^ P
Hp.
Vib.
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
JiJj l  JT]~J JiJ J j j  J J j
m mclLTcIU
14
Fl.
Ob.
Perc. 1
Hp.
Vib.
Vln. I
Via.
Vc.
Ob.
(u g m g ) Q
Perc. 1
Hp.
Vln.n
via.
Vc.
15
Bsn.
Tuba
Hp.
pno
Vib.
Vc.
D.B.
Bsn.
Hn. 3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Perc. 1
perc3
Vib.
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
16
282
H.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn. 3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Perc. 1
perc 3
pno
Vib.
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
291
Ob.
BkCl.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn. 3
T.Tbn.
pocov^
B.Tbn.
Tuba
p o c o m f
ru\
Perc. 1
perc 3
Vib.
Via.
Vc.
p o c o m f
D.B.
p o c o m f
299
m -
Ob.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T. Tbn.
B. Tbn.
Tuba
( a  gong) Qfô\
Perc. 1
poco m f
J  {to suspended cymbal - maJIets)
Perc. 2
perc 3
poco m f
pno
Vib.
Vln.I
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
17
306
H.
Ob.
Bsn.
C. En.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BkTpt.
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vib.
Vln.I
Vin. H
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
19
313
m m
Æ tt- Æ
Ob.
Bsn.
C. En.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BtTpt
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
(lo/ong) Q
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vib.
iM.i.i. mnniM..nn
Vln.n
div if  required
via.
Ve.
D.B.
20
320
Picc.
Ob.
Bl-Cl.
Bsn.
C. Bn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BVTpt.
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tbba
Timp.
(to gong) ^/ü\
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vib.
a n  r m  > M . n r \  k C m
Vln.n
via.
Vc.
D.B.
/
21
327-----
Picc.
Ob.
Bsn.
C. Bn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BkTpt.
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
Perc. 1
(to er. cymbals)
Perc. 2
perc 3
Vib.
r m  j u i  M . n j ]  « j m
Vln.n
via.
Vc.
D.B.
E. Hn.
Bin.
A. Sx.
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Perc. 1
---------- 4 (to F i  gong)Perc. 2
perc 3 j ;
( $
M
Hp.
pno
Vib.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
m i
L±r uiï
: J i-^ r-L pU ? -J
23
344
Solo vn.
vin.n
PP
Via.
PP
Vc.
P
359
Ob.
PP
Bsn.
Solo vn.
Vln.I
Vln.n
PPPP
Via.
PPPP
Vc.
Bsn.
Hn.3
) Straight 1
T.Tbn.
Solo vn.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
24
389
Ob.
P P
PP
mute o ff
T.Tbn.
Vib.
R
Vln.I
v in .n
Vc.
Ob.
Bl-Cl.
Timp.
J  (pick up triamgle beater)
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
pno
[picknpma]lcta|
Vib.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
25
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BkTpt.
T.Tbn.
B. Tbn.
Timp.
Perc. 1
Perc. 2
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
PP
428
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
Vib.
vin.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
26
439
Picc.
Ob.
Bl-Cl.
Bsn.
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vib.
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
Faster }=187
Bl-Cl.
Bsn.
DTpt
Bl-Tpt.
(to thunder sheet) 4 K
perc 3
Vib.
Vc.
D.B.
27
Vib.
Vc.
D.B.
465
Perc. 1 PP
Vib.
Via.
div a3 if needed (effect only)
Vc.
D.B.
Ob.
Perc. 1
pno
Vib.
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
28
4 7 0 r
Ob.
C. Bn.
Tuba
Timp.
Perc. 1
pno
Vib.
Cel.
Ve.
D.B.
C. Bn.
Tuba
Timp.
I pick up mallets I
Perc. 1
Vc.
D.B.
C.Bn.
Tuba
Timp.
Perc. 1
S“ -
Vln.I
Vc.
D.B.
29
E .H n.
A. Sx. 
C.Bn.
Tuba
Hp.
Via. I
Vln.n
Vc.
;  - = F  Y - .......... *2 ^
§  ■ = wp
- f i i --------------------------- rushand FFH r Æ -------m-.------
#  „ ..........^* * * 1 * * 1 *
i
T  r f r f > . = F = ^ = r= ^ ^
J J J  t -  = # : —  = oil
i a i - i 1 * bt U * w LL * fckü * -fc k ü -
^ —  —
498
Ob.
E.Hn.
A. Sx.
Bsn.
Iff ^  i f ---- ^T.Tbn.
Timp.
Hp.
Vc.
pocon^
509
Ob.
E. Hn.
aBsn.
Hn. 1
DTpL
T.Tbn.
Timp.
perc 3
Vc.
D.B.
30
Ob.
m
E. Hn.
Bsn.
Hn.3
BtTpt.
T.Tbn.
perc 3
pno
Vc.
m f
Bsn. r m  rrn i r r n r rP i fTP fTHi nrn rJU i rm  i r n i r m  r r P i'r r P C T i  i r n  C T i uv  n u i nrn r n i
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn
Vln.I
Vin. H
31
542
Ob.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
9 9 -
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
(tobmsdrum) Q
perc 3
pno
Vln.n
Vc.
552
Ob.
E.Hn.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
BkTpt.
T.Tbn.
B. Tbn.
Timp.
Perc. 2
pno
V rr t f f  ' iVTr
Vc.
D.B.
K r ü j - W - c f f L l r c Ù W c g g g - lL L fL lJ
E.Hn.
Hn. 1
Perc. 2
(f*)-
Vln.I
fca
«if
jW fm i  9 3 i  È 9 Ê 9 * •  • t t  *
@ # r ^  Ër @  ffi^ ÆËr.1 cQlfr Sr
# 0 . @ a
j  j  J «
 ^ kj j  -J  ^ J  ^ i
(20 suspended cymbal - mallets) (to cr. cymbals) J |_
Perc. 2
(to bass drum) QB.D (to thunder sheet)
Vln.I
Vln.n
33
C. Bn.
Hn. 1 / 
2 ]
Hn.3 ( 
4 '
BkTpt
Tuba
pno
Vln.I
Vin. H
D.B.
J . . - - - - - - - -
 ^ U y ;  y r r ^ ^   ^ ' -  ■
;  -
r r T ^ = r r W = y  i
^ a =§  - - - - - - - - f L. -I 1 1 1 1 /
^ f  l'f f  ' f  f  f  f i f  Iff f  f  f  f  -i f  f  4  f  ^-I-. T 1 T 1 f [ f  [ T [ T : ; ^ ^ 1 T [ T [
iiT J J J 1 1 g
S - '  -  i -  -  -  >
Tuba
pno
Vln.I
VIn.n
'  '  ',1 .. J  . ■ '  '
r
i  üj i  J J J  r *
184...........................
;  r î ï ï r r n  f i r ,  rn-,
iJ J ij J j J J j
f ^r ^i ^f ryr7r7r ?T>
j  i; J j  J J T
r - r - r - i ï -
t-l 1 !T l-t-l TM 1J M-l r
r - i ï - i ï - r -
i '  '  '
'  ----- " ----- ^  ' " ------- " "
34
583
Picc.
H.
Ob.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vln.I
Vln.n
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
Picc.
R
Ob.
i  r "itlr
Hn. 1 /
2 J
Hn.3 I 
4 '
BkTpL
T.Tbn.
B.Tbn.
Tuba
Timp.
Vln.I
Vln.n
Vc.
D.B.
I  - - - - - - - - - - - =
f
^4’  ^ -  =
,  J H f r
§  =  
. . -  - =
^  :> Ü i  i '  . . . . . . . * ' * i R . # # — - - —
^ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
■y C - - - - * F l t f » r
/
I T T  r-O-'i i~ L T  i
- . c m  - ■  ■
4 u ^ - y y - JuJ^ - ■ r~ F  n j j  [ 2
é>  5- 
H; _  J = F = 1
<é 44 i
, r l —  I I  1 ^
 ^ H é-
iiij i l l
i ^
I - .  -  J  ^
44 i i
1 J — 1- J  ^
4 ,1^  ^ ^
1 1 J  1 = p =
à
---------- K à 1 'L  i dJ ' " F  j  ^ #J  ^ =
fJ~JH J •TJT^ jimÆi ■ r m j j j j‘Jij j j j j ü j J ’ J* « i J  J j j y JÜJ lÿj JF  J j
(@ n -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........
> #rA r
-f----------------
/
---------- #p— = zI ~  ^ f
----------- # p ^ = ------
/
)ijj)j J j*'* JJ ^ «IP JJ P - 1 J ^ Jlp:ti«lj)J «1 J j  «1—J—
36
597
Kcc.
FI.
Ob.
A. Sx.
Bsn.
Hn. 1
Hn.3
DTpt.
pno
Via.
Vc.
D.B.
Slower \-128
602
(ug/m g) Q
Perc. 1
(to F# gong)
Perc. 2
perc 3
pno
Vln.I
Via.
D.B.
37
615
Picc.
Ob.
E.Hn.
B.Cl.
Bsn.
C. Bn.
M
Hn. 1
Hn.3
T.Tbn.
M
B.Tbn.
I pick up rubber ball malleta |
Perc. 1
perc 3
M
pno
Vln.I
Vln.n
via.
Vc.
D.B.
Picc.
Ob.
Perc. 1
Solo vn.
Vln.I
Via.
38
641
Kcc.
Ob.
Bsn.
Perc.1
Solo vn.
Vln.n
Via.
PP
BkCl.
Bsn.
pno PP
Cel.
PP
Vln.I
Vln.n
PPPP
Via.
